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Abstract 

This thesis explores India's image among English speaking Taiwanese university 

students. Its purpose is to know the range of images Taiwanese have about India. The 

sources of these images are also explored. This research seeks to unravel the influence of 

movies, textbooks, personal interactions, and mediated (cultural) interactions in shaping 

India’s image. 

For the above, the theoretical and conceptual framework is largely drawn from works 

related to imagination and representation, particularly scholarship related to concepts of 

media representation, Bollywood and cultural interaction. This thesis follows the argument 

that media representation is taking new forms and meanings influenced by globalization, 

Bollywood movies, and mediated cultural interactions. Besides movies, school textbooks 

were found to have a major influence, especially during a formative, young age. Movies 

and textbooks together have been a major influence in facilitating the shape of India’s 

image among Taiwanese.  

In this thesis, I hope to illustrate the range of images of India and the key sources that 

influence perceptions about India. The methodology taken for this study was participant 

observation and focus group discussions (FGD). For this study, three focus groups were 

conducted with English speaking Taiwanese university students. In the first FGD, a 

Bollywood movie was shown to participants, so as to initiate a common point for 

discussion to take off. The subsequent two FGDs were held with those who have been to 

India and with those who have never been to India respectively. 

Keywords – image, imagination, Bollywood, mediated cultural interaction, representation, 

textbooks. 
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1. Introduction 

Before I started taking Chinese classes in Taiwan Education Center (TEC), JMI 

University, New Delhi, I had a blurred image of Taiwan as an independent country because 

of the past experience with an electronic keyboard which was given to me and it was Made 

in Taiwan that led me to imagine Taiwan as a technologically advanced country but still I 

was not aware what had changed in the mid-nineties’ in terms of Taiwan–India relations. 

Taiwan had already established an embassy in New Delhi (Taiwan-India Relations). 

Once I started my classes in TEC in JMI University, New Delhi, I realized how 

different Taiwan was from China in terms of language, culture, and technology. I also 

learned that the writing script of Chinese language has been transformed in mainland China 

from traditional Chinese to simplified Chinese and what I was learning was original Chinese, 

i.e. Traditional Chinese, not the simplified Chinese taught in other Indian Universities. 

I had a good idea about Taiwan's expertise in manufacturing electronic components and 

products such as chips and iPhone but unfortunately many people in India are not aware that 

the brands they love and buy regularly are from Taiwan, not from China. Some even get 

confused with labels on products from China (People’s Republic of China), Taiwan 

(Republic of China) and Thailand, in spite of clarification given by the vendors or retail 

shop owners. 

I had been informed by my Taiwanese teacher in India that Taiwanese were friendly 

and helpful, so I should not be worried and when I finally moved to Taiwan in 2014 I 

comprehended the zenith of kindness and helpfulness which I got from this society.  
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Sometime I got apprehensive when others offered to help me because I was wondering why 

they wanted to help to a stranger and would decline their generous offer several time. 

1.1 India through the eyes of my Taiwanese friends and classmates 

For someone from India, life as a new student in Taiwan can be quite interesting. “So 

how do you like it here, in Taiwan?” This was a common icebreaker with new classmates 

from other countries. “I love Taiwan; it’s fun to be here!” was my general response. After all, 

I did not have any excuse to complain; overall what I had experienced here was warmth, 

friendliness and generosity from friends and strangers alike. 

“I would love to go to India, but am little bit worried about the safety and other things 

over there…” Some hesitation about a country far away was quite normal among Taiwanese. 

I wanted to know more what they think about India, so inquired;  

“Other things like what?” 

“Well, it is a new place, it is not safe for women to travel alone; that is what I heard 

from others; plus I don’t speak Indian.”  

“Do you see elephants in your roadsides sometimes, like wandering?” 

“Do you worship Cow?” 

“Is it all very crowded where you live?” 

“Do I have to use hands to eat “Curry” in India?” 

“Should I bring canned and packaged food supplies when I visit India, just to be safe?” 

“How is weather in India?” 
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“Do you know how to dance in Bollywood Style?” 

“Why are you guys so good in Mathematics?” 

“Do you do Yoga?” 

“Do you watch Bollywood movies?” 

To describe and to answer these questions was not difficult, but sometimes I would 

meet questions which were of cultural and social in nature and difficult to answer it. 

“Do you still have a caste system in India? 

“Why do you have this system?” 

“Do people get discriminated because of caste? 

“Why do the women put a Dot on their forehead?” 

“Why do buses and MRT in India have separate seats and compartments for women?”  

“How common is arranged marriage?” 

“Why most of the Indian women wear a Sari?” 

I tried to explain these socio-cultural questions with my limited understanding of my 

own country’s customs and traditions; however my normal reply to these types of questions 

were that every country and culture has its own way of life and customs to follow. 

Moreover, there were some questions from a few Taiwanese friends and acquaintances 

that had been to India and wanted me to explain some of their observation on these things: 

“Why do men stare at women passing by?” 
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“Why is the river “Ganges” so polluted, despite of this fact that it is quite sacred to a lot 

of Indians? 

“Why do people have to bribe to get things done?” 

“Why does everybody honk all the time while driving?” 

“Why do people throw garbage in the public places?” 

These were the most difficult questions to answer. I would often find myself speechless 

and then reply: 

“India is developing and things are getting better.” 

“Every place in India is not like this.” 

“It depends on the place.” 

“Not everyone is like this”.  

Or sometimes I replied, “Even I don’t know.” 

The most politically correct answers that seemed to work were something like: 

“It’s not everyone and everywhere.” 

“Things are changing!” 

“India is going through this growth phase.” 

Or plain and simple, “I don’t know! I wish I knew!” 
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Once after going through all these astonishing questions, discussing and interacting 

with Taiwanese from different socio-backgrounds, I realized that people in Taiwan have 

certain views, opinions and images about India.  

1.2 Motivation 

Predispositions and misperceptions about India reflect in the behavior, consumption 

preferences and interaction process of the Taiwanese with the people of India or things from 

India. Some of the opinions, beliefs and images were positive while others were negatives 

and most of them had not travelled to India, read any books related with India, and not had 

the chance to meet people from India before. 

This interaction process is not limited to the Taiwanese side only. People from India 

who have been working in Taiwan for several years in information technology and software 

development have emphasized that they were forced to behave smartly, to be very effective 

and efficient in their workplace, and to live up to the constructed image of people of India 

being smart with numbers. They had to overwork to keep this illusion true. 

There is an interesting Chinese proverb: 三人成虎  sān rén chéng hǔ (three/ 

people/become/tiger) Three people spreading rumors of a tiger’s existence could make one 

to believe there is one around. An explanation of this “Three men make a tiger.” proverb is 

that, it is an individual’s tendency to believe and accept an unverified fact as a reality as 

long as it is repeated by enough people. 

These interesting stories and questions made me wonder; what images and perceptions 

do the Taiwanese have about India? What are the sources of these images? 
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2. Literature review 

2.1 Definition of Image 

This section discusses the concept of image. Firstly, a general definition of this 

particular concept is presented. Subsequently, the relationship between identity and image is 

elaborated on. Lastly, this section concludes with an overview of specific information 

regarding the term ‘national identity’. 

The use of word image varies with context and people. Pearce (1988, p.62) is of the 

view that Image is a term with vague and shifting meanings. Sometime it could mean 

objects like photo or video on other occasion abstract entities such as perception/impression 

of people or country. In the online edition of ‘Oxford Dictionaries’, ‘image’ has been 

defined as, ‘‘the general impression that a person, organization, or product presents to the 

public’’ (http://oxforddictionaries.com/). According to this definition, image is equal to a 

‘general impression’. In the case of this paper, it is a ‘country’ that relays a general 

impression to the public at large. This ‘image’ is what individuals absorb. 

Renato Taguriri (as cited in Nimmo, 1978, p.43-44) while agrees that ‘Image' is what 

people rely, perceive and integrate, however in his definition components of beliefs, values 

and expectations are important to what people perceive and integrate. Further, he writes that 

image is dynamic and is constantly defined and redefined by experience, it is “everything a 

person has learned relevant to a situation and to the acts that occur within it…and image is a 

tendency composed of thoughts, feelings, and inclinations” (p.226). Lippmann (1922), 

however, slightly differs from Taguriri. He writes that image is what in people’s head, and is 

of the view that people’s sense experience is based on their definition instead of the other 
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way round. For Taguriri experiences constantly changes images while in case of Lippmann 

that may not be a possibility as people’s experience are rendered unimportant in face of their 

definition which precedes their sense experience.  

2.2 Country image 

Wang (2006) tries to draw analogy between soft power of a nation and its image, is of 

the view that nation's image is dependent on political and economic capital. Nye (2004) 

writes that “Soft power emanates from influence that is communicated…through a variety of 

sources including education systems, media and popular culture, science and technology, 

brands and products, and business practices”. He gives examples of cultural exports, such as 

– music, movies, consumer goods which become representative of and powerfully linked 

with the country from which they originate, example – Swiss watches, Belgian Chocolates, 

Hollywood, Bollywood, and French wine. 

It could be argued that our opinions about another country particularly in terms of its 

viability as possible tourist or investment destination are based on our image of the country. 

For example the image fairly influences our decision making process, in positive or negative 

way. According to Nagashima (1970) country image is the picture, the reputation and the 

stereotype attached by businessmen and consumers to products of a specific country. He 

also adds that it is shaped variables such as – political history and traditions, prior economic 

power, representative products, and perceived national characteristics, although not limited 

to these. 

While Martin and Eroglu (1993) in their study are of the view that country image are a 

set of observed beliefs that is determined by the descriptive and inferential information 
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about a country, and also the complete set of people’s thoughts, opinions, and impressions 

of a country. 

Lee et al (2008) take is similar to that of Lippmann’s, however, the latter’s take is in 

regard to image and the former’s about country image. According to Lee et al country's 

image exists in the perceptions of audiences. People, according to them, are not active 

seeker of information rather they are passive takers of information. In short the people are 

devoid of independent agency and sense experience, element of criticality is absent. 

Szeles (1998, p.96, as cited by Jenes, 2012) distinguishes between external and internal 

image. External image is mirror image (i.e. opinion which people have of other countries) 

and internal image is self-image (i.e. opinion which people have of themselves of their 

country). Taking cue from Szeles above argument Jenes (2012) argues that such a 

distinction could be taken note of because of its importance to direction of research and 

choice of methodology. 

As with image the concept country image varies a lot, and has been researcher from 

varying disciplinary and theoretical background. In the following paragraphs some of the 

theoretical and methodological tensions around the concept will be discussed with special 

emphasis on those which are of significance for the present study. Barbara Jenes (2012, p.2) 

argues that there has been mixing up of the concepts ‘country image’ and ‘country of origin 

image’, however from the early years of this century both the fields have been able to 

maintain a distinct niche and boundary between each other. In the area of country image 

research there has been quite a development. 
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2.3 Categories of definition 

The emerging literatures, on country image with some disagreement on approaches and 

definitions agree, according to Jenes (2012), that–each country has an image, it is 

multidimensional concept, and the concept is dynamic. Further, stereotypes and 

preconceptions form basis of country image and help obscure “factual and emotional 

elements”, image however change but it is slow (ibid). Through review of various literature 

Jenes (ibid) comes up with three distinct conceptual grounds on which studies operate– 

product image (PI), country image (CI), country of origin image (COO or CoI).  

She uses the above three conceptual grounds arrives at three types of country image 

definitions – overall country image definitions, product-country-image definitions, 

definitions of product image related to countries. 

However, there is apparent lack of consensus on what definition is most suitable to an 

accurate understanding of country image. For Kotler and Gerner (2002, p.251), for instance, 

are of the opinion that “most country images are in fact stereotypes, extreme simplifications 

of the reality that are not necessarily accurate. They might be dated, based on exceptions 

rather than on patterns, on impressions rather than on facts, but are nonetheless pervasive.” 

Further definition could be categorised on their basis, the definitions of country image could 

be based on based on one or more than one of the following – perception, faith, opinions, 

insights, association, stereotypes, schemes, attitude. 

2.4 National identity and National stereotype 

National identity and nation stereotype are not similar. They are at variation also with 

country image. However, country image as a concept and methodological tool encompasses 
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both ‘national identity’ and ‘nation stereotype’. National identity is what is acquired by 

members of a given nation through process of socialisation (Hall, 1996). When it comes to 

stereotypes there are scholars, such as Anholt (2007), who argue that they are based 

evaluation of an incomplete data by others. National stereotype however cannot be equated 

with country image. Image is much broader category than stereotype and could encompass 

stereotype as well. 

2.5 Theories on representation 

From the discussions in preceding paragraphs it should be clear that most of the 

scholarship on ‘country image’ are heavily tilted and oriented towards marketing. The 

‘country image’ is explored in the light of dynamism of market and consumer behavior. It is 

not a surprise that they mostly explore the linkages of ‘country image’ with marketing 

practices and behavior. However, to confine ourselves to market driven research would be to 

limit the scope of this study. In this context it is imperative that we make an attempt to move 

beyond scholarships which are limited and insufficient for the study at hand. The literatures 

on representation, identity and globalization are crucial to the present study. Hence, in the 

following paragraphs an attempt towards critical appraisal of literatures on Media 

Representation, Identity and Globalization will be made. Subsequently, the theoretical and 

epistemological debates and concerns will be used to inform a better and critical study of 

Bollywood (Hindi cinema of India). 

Initially we will confine ourselves to the works on representation so as to inform 

ourselves of the debates. For better understanding of some of the pertinent issues it is 

important that conceptual clarity is made about the debates around representation. It is 
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imperative that importance of study on representation, particularly in the context of present 

study, be understood. For such a task at hand, a simultaneous engagement with varying 

epistemological, theoretical and analytical considerations is needed, as this is important for a 

general familiarity with some of the fundamental ideas, claims and counter claims. It also 

informs us of some of the limitations with present works on representation. 

However, we will first start with few of the definitions of representation. 

Representation, according to Hall (1997), is description, image, explanations and frame for a 

better and informed understanding of world. This, however, cannot be reduced to 

contemporary forms of media representation. Instead the long history of representation 

needs to be explored. Orgad (2012) argues that totem could be considered in terms of the 

cultural representation they do. In a broad sense the term/concept representation could be 

used to designate any object “that carries meanings beyond its immediate function and use” 

(Orgad, 2012, p.17). Here certain ambiguity between media representation and other 

representational objects is created here. Are we confusing between media representation and 

other representational objects? Thus, it is important that distinctions between media 

representation and the other forms of representation be made. Cultural representation could 

be other forms of representation, such as a totem. Although, the key function of all forms of 

representations are to produce meaning or to capture in some way ‘reality’ in signs. 

Representation could be understood as process of meaning production (ibid). The 

process of meaning production may use system of signs, and vary from culture to culture. 

The same extends to media representations, such as text and images (news, articles, blogs, 

photographs, advertisements, movies, YouTube/Facebook videos etc.), in modern parlance. 
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2.6 Approaches to the study of representation and meaning production 

Scholars have in two contradictory, but complimentary, ways have theorized the 

process of meaning production: 

1. reflectionist/mimetic approach 

2. constructionist/constructivist approach 

The reflectionist/mimetic approach and constructionist/constructivist approach take 

contradictory positions in their treatment of relationship between the things/“reality” that is 

being represented, and the very act of representing the things/reality. For instance, the 

reflectionist scholars are of the opinion that “reality is accessible through representation, 

thus the task of representation is adequately to reflect pre-existing meanings of the ‘the 

real’” (Orgad, 2012, p.18). Orgad argues that the reflectionist approach is dictated by our 

preconceived notions about photography, for example the idea that photographs are factual 

and objective. Although, the reflectionist approach does not remain unchallenged, “the 

‘liquidness’ of the global age…renders the reflectionist task of representation so challenging 

and problematic, if not impossible” (Orgad, 2012, p.20). In the above light to take note of 

and carefully attend to the constructionist approach becomes imperative. The constructivists 

argue that representations are not real depictions, but fundamentally are mere constructions. 

They produce specific meanings by selectively depicting some elements of reality. For 

instance, Hall elaborates that: 

We give things meaning by how we represent them–the words we use about them, the 

stories we tell about them, the images of them we produce, the emotion we associate with 
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them, the ways we classify and conceptualize them, the value we place on them. [Hall, 

1973, p.3] 

Now we will take account of some of the debates within the constructivist approach. For 

example, those initiated by semiotics and structuralism are insightful. Semiotics argues that– 

objects, people or events in themselves don’t embody meaning(s), rather it is generated by 

“systems of signification- textual, visual and /or auditory” (Orgad, 2012, p.21). Similarly the 

post-structuralisms is of the view that, “rather than reflecting reality, the work of media 

representation is the production and construction of understandings of the world, identities 

and subjectivities” (Orgad, 2012, p.23). In the present times when we are witness to intensified 

(exchange of ideas, images and objects) between different cultures, heralded by rapid globalization 

and the globalizing efforts of media, the same image may take different meaning in differing 

geographical, cultural, political and social context (Orgad, 2012, p.21). Although there may be 

different theoretical, epistemological and methodological stands within constructivism, but 

they agree on the position that representation involves construction. Representation also tries 

to look at the ways in which meaning(s) are produced and conveyed. 

Here certain questions could be posed, such as why do we need to pay attention to 

representation? If representation is not depiction of reality and rather is construction, as the 

constructivists argue, then do we not need to explore the motivation behind those particular 

constructions and meaning generation? Similarly what could be the possible linkage 

between representation and ideology? Are representations not motivated by ideology, 

whether–religious, cultural, political, or nationalist? The above questions are important in 

the light of developments where media has become pervasive, and part of our everyday life. 

Most importantly the above questions, in light of Foucault’s work on power and knowledge, 
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help us to problematize representation. These questions would be taken up in context of 

Bollywood. Where it is argued that Bollywood had has been influenced by the discourse of 

nation building or emerging global political forces, which will be discussed in greater detail 

in later sections. 

2.7 Impact of globalization on the study of media representation 

Now coming to media representation, it could be maintained that it is an important and 

creative source of information and knowledge. Media representation, thanks to its 

pervasiveness, plays crucial part in formation of our individual and collective image of self, 

other, the world and our position in scheme of things (Orgad, 2012). The changing context, 

heralded by globalization, has given new meanings and shape to representation, some which 

will be discussed in subsequent paragraphs. Before that it is important to carefully attend to 

way media representation is taking new forms and meanings influenced by globalization. 

For which we will take from the works of constructivists. 

Constructivists are of the opinion that representation – influenced by changing cultural, 

political and geographical context – has shifting meaning in a globalized world. Here, it 

becomes crucial to attend to Orgad’s (2012) thesis. Orgad is of the opinion that study of 

media representation should be careful and attentive of the concepts globalization and 

imagination. Also the study of representation demands sociological attention, instead of 

confining to the limited domains of market research. As the concept representation has the 

potential of informing a better understanding of the – globalizing efforts of representation, 

and the ways in which representation is located and determines experiences of globalization. 

From Orgad’s argument it is clear that representation is a very dynamic process and activity. 
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She is of the view that media representation is also influenced and related with “networking 

of different social contexts and regions on a global scale” (Orgad, 2012, p.15). 

In spite of the crucial importance of exploring probable linkages between 

representation and global imagination, as established by Orgad, it has not been given 

adequate theoretical and empirical consideration. On the contrary Media representation has 

been “studied and understood largely and sometimes exclusively in relation to national 

contexts” (ibid). For example, most of the studies on Bollywood try to look at relations 

between the meaning of texts/images (produced by Bollywood) and the discourse and 

compulsions of nation building, though the demands may not always be produced by the 

state. In such a context, like in the case of Bollywood, the studies on representation get 

bounded up in national identity and culture. Although, there has been focus on dimensions 

which try to transcend nation boundaries, such as those on consumer or market studies 

discussed in previous chapter. Even these studies need to be subjected to criticism. 

In the above context it becomes important to take note of Ulrich Beck’s (2003) work on 

‘methodological nationalism’. His work forces us to critically look at epistemology and 

theoretical positions which take nation as primary social and political form (Beck, 2003). 

For example his study will be of help in critically looking at existing studies on Bollywood, 

and would enable us to enlarge the scope of present study. Most of the studies on Bollywood 

suffer from ‘methodological nationalism’, and in their analysis favor nation state and the 

national identity. Apart from the above, Beck’s work is important in a scenario where nation 

is not the only context within which representation is generated, circulated and consumed, 

this is not to say that previously the only context was nation. Beck’s criticism forces us to 

mark break with our preoccupation with nation centric analyses. For instance, Orgad’s 
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theoretical framework of ‘global imagination’ marks break with nation centric analysis. 

According to Orgad: 

Global imagination refers to both the faculty to and the process of forming mental images 

and concepts of the world, and ourselves and other as traversing this global social space. It 

relies on making this social space present through signs and symbols…In other words, 

global imagination is cultivated by a process of ongoing construction views, images, 

understanding desires and scripts about the world. In turn this process of representation 

relocates on and derives from the capacity to imagine. [Orgad, 2012, p.51] 

It is argued that the present time world is characterized by cross border exchange and 

transfer of ideas, information, capital, labor and people and heralding a “borderless world”, 

where time and space have compressed (Morley, 2000; Wang, 2007). Wang (2007) writes 

that globalization has led to coming together of diverse cultures where frequent exchanges 

with the supposedly other is made possible. Morley (2000) poses some interesting questions 

in the face of emerging global culture. He writes that communication technology plan an 

enabling role in letting individuals or even families or communities to escape from the 

geographical location of which they physically are part of, although they escape is mere 

imagination (Morley, 2000, p.149). He on the other hand writes that television also disturbs 

viewers’ community feeling as it brings (virtual) strangers into the homes (Morley, 2000, 

p.151). 

Thompson (1995) argues that Globalization has in many new and interesting ways has 

transformed communication. However, we could witness that many studies suffer from 

essentialism of globalization. Many a times the concept of globalization is uncritically used 

to deny existence of other forces at work. It is assumed that exchange and interaction 
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between cultures was heralded by globalization, where only the modern avatar of 

globalization is focused. Some of the concerns related to studies on globalization will be 

discussed in later section in light of the work of Wang (2007). 

2.8 Movies: Imagination and representation 

As in case of imagination distinction between the factual and fictional (genres) needs to 

be made on case of movies as well. The factual genres such as news and documentaries are 

supposed to depict reality. While in the fictional genres imaginary and creative elements are 

predominant. This, argues Orgad (2012, p.126), gives fictional genres “a special power and 

ability to disturb the imagination, to estrange audiences and unsettle the cultural order, in 

ways that reflectionist genres, such as news for example cannot”. Dwyer (2014) takes on 

cinema is similar. Cinema, according to Dwyer, imagines society and does not reflect 

society: 

A cinema does not reflect society but rather imagines it, and Hindi cinema does so in ways 

that often eschew the values of realism, Bollywood’s India emphasizes the role of 

imagination, suggesting that cinema plays a highly significant role in creating a way of 

comprehending the way society is and how it should be. [Dwyer, 2014, p.8] 

Further, Dwyer stresses that cinema has significant role to play in comprehending the 

society of present and imaging the society of future. Cinema is also a prism to understand 

self and the outside world. While Barthes (1977, p.45) is of the view that films are 

dependent on “the more projective, more ‘magical’ fictional consciousness”. The 

assumption that films are fictional work gives the audience the opportunity to remain 
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immune to disturbances generated by movies (Orgad, 2012), puts question mark over 

Dwyer’s (2014) thesis that cinema imagine a future society. 

However, it won’t be an understatement to say that media shapes our views of 

ourselves and others (place and person). In this regard it is important to carefully attend to 

Orgad’s (2012) work. She takes cue from the works of Foucault (1980) to unravel relations 

between power and knowledge where media is seen as a major stakeholder in formation of 

ideology, knowledge and so called truth(s). In this regard she conceives of a theoretical 

framework ‘global imagination’ which helps elucidate the intricate relations between 

representation and power. She does so by taking number of case studies. ‘Global 

imagination’ in her work is a “symbolic space characterized by social imaginaries (carried 

largely in mediated representations), which people around the world share, but which they 

simultaneously compete and struggle over” (ibid, p. 46). 

2.9 Media representation(s): The case of Bollywood 

In India there exist multiple languages and likewise there are region and language 

specific movie industry which cater to their respective target population. For example there 

is Malyalam movie industry, Telugu movie industry, Tamil movie industry, Bhojpuri movie 

industry, Hindi movie industry. However, among these the Hindi movie industry, popularly 

known as Bollywood, occupies a dominant position. The dominance of Bollywood is at the 

level of outreach, no of movie it makes and most importantly also at ideological and 

political level. For instance, it is amongst the largest film making industries of the world.
1
 

                                                             
1
 In the year 1998, it got recognition as an Industry. According to 2009 figures its worth was US$109 billion. 

According KPMG’s 2009 report, an eighteen percent cumulative growth for the years 2009 to 2013 will make 
it US$ 170 billion worth of industry by the year 2013. 
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On account of which it attracts investments from abroad.
2
 It has rapidly transformed itself 

into conglomerate of a few media houses. Foreign investments in more than one way has 

impacted the industry, from the movie making to coming up of multiplexes.  

Scholars have argued that Bollywood plays a vital role in defining “standards of beauty 

and aesthetics, good and bad, identity -- historical and contemporary” (Ahmed, 2011). It has 

taken precedence over traditional means of knowledge exchange, among and across 

communities. Perceptions are being made, more through reel rather than real. The problem 

lies with movies being predominantly perceived as the presentation of the real. 

Representation at times is too ambiguous, for instance in Cinemas Indian culture is 

represented through the north-Indian culture. Representation here could be understood as 

“the process of producing meanings through the creation of symbolic forms and content” 

(Foucault, 1980, p. 15). In this regard study of representation and images becomes crucial so 

as to unravel the ideologies of power with which the representations are entwined with. 

Ashish Nandy (1995) is critical of the generally held view where Bollywood is 

associated with plurality. He is of the view that oft associated plurality of Bollywood in 

reality is a restrained one, where movies entail projects of homogenization and dominance 

of mass element. Sarkar (2010) takes the above line of enquiry to question representation of 

Muslims in cinemas of Bollywood. He argues that in movies sensitivity is not shown to 

cultural and ideological varieties instead a homogeneous Muslim community is constructed. 

Likewise the dominance of North Indian Hindi culture in the cinemas of Bollywood cannot 

be ignored. 

                                                             
2 2009 KPMG report states that, for the year 2007 US$ 179 million was the foreign investment for the entire 
entertainment industry. The foreign investment has increased by 21%, in between the years 2008 and 2009. 
The foreign investment has further increased over the years. 
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Dwyer (2014, p.30) writes that through Hindi cinema it is possible to discern “patterns 

of India’s social imaginaries, which show how India sees itself today, how it hopes to see 

itself in future and how it views its past”. Dwyer looks at Hindu cinema as a collective 

repository of texts. In the work she argues that all Hindi movies are not same, and neither 

are all movies “unrealistic”. However, she keeps focus on the construction of ‘Indianness’. 

‘Indianness’ as depicted in the films post 2000 is “a global category rather than a local 

citizenship...part of this borderless, imagined world” (ibid, p.64). Further she discusses 

national unity by following diverse markers of Indianness (such as – caste, class, religion, 

region, language, and ethnicity) in movies from 1950s to the present times. In the movies 

post liberalization of early 1990s she excavates the linkages with globalisation, 

multiculturalism and market forces. 

Coming to the forms of entertainment in Hindi cinema, Dwyer writes that it revolves 

around emotions represented through hybrid and multilingual songs and dances. The songs 

and dances follow different trajectories to suit the occasion depicted in movie. She writes 

that the emotion laden movies lend credence to the concept of utopia as the movies mostly 

have feel good ending. Through movies like Wake Up Sid, 3 Idiots and Aarakshan she looks 

at the depictions of educational institutions. While through movies like Hum (1991), 

Khalnayak (1993) and Satya (1998) she looks at portrayals and glamorization of mafias. She 

in her work has made an attempt to explore the connections between the glamour, violence 

and entertainment. However, here work analysis only those cinema which have been 

produced by Bollywood. 

Here it is important to take note of Orgad’s (2012) work where local-global binary and 

“methodological nationalism” (Beck, 2003) are critically looked at and attention to shifting 
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meanings in different context and location is emphasized upon. In this regard work of 

Gabriel (2010), Nandy (1995), Sardar et al (2010) and Tyrrell (1999) are of importance as 

some attempt is made to break away with constraints of “methodological nationalism”, and 

binaries between first world and third world cinema, first cinema and second cinema, 

developed and developing. 

2.10 Mediated (?) identities cultural interaction 

Wang (2007, pp.252-253) is of the view that the researchers who concerned themselves 

with “the subjects of identity, especially national identity, conventionally take discursive 

approach, which usually focuses on narrative constructions, representations and symbolic 

meanings.” Discursive identities, argues Wang, are important to those contexts where 

people’s identities were and have been repressed. She in her work gives example of 

Taiwanese identity which took decades of struggle to be openly proclaimed in public. 

Perhaps, the same could be said in case of sexual minorities whose identity for a long time 

has remained repressed, and the struggle against which continues today. Likewise, it can be 

said of the Dalits (the formerly untouchable) of India. Wang (2007) further argues that 

identities are not mere construction and imagination. They are also related to everydayness 

and shared experiences, and are not necessarily related to the acts of marking differences. 

However, identities such as national identity may involve deliberate acts (by the state) 

of marking difference and distinction (ibid). This could be better understood by following 

the trajectory of discourse of nation building, such as that in India. They very idea of who is 

the rightfully belonging citizen of India is a state construction, although non-state actors also 

participate and influence the discourse of nation building. The focus on some of the above 
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mentioned discursive formulations may fail us in holistically looking at large part of 

people’s real life (Wang, 2007). For instance, Wang (2007, p.239) writes that ethnic and 

national identities are also “embedded in daily practices, way of life, and shared cultures”. 

The various cultural practices can have life of their own, and may take new meanings and 

shape in changing situations. It is not only culture which changes even people get influenced 

or changed through encounter with different and new cultures, this is not to say that 

reluctance to change is absent (Wang 2007, p.239). 

2.11 Conclusion 

In light of arguments put forth by Dwyer and others it should be clear to us that there is 

no uniformity in Images, rather disruptions that could be witnessed. Thus, we need to 

explore what are the various forms of image about India in Bollywood, which could be tried 

to be understood through Taiwanese students’ reading of Bollywood movies. What could be 

underlying factors working in formation of image within Bollywood? What kind of 

imagination could be observed, the factual and normative? What are the far reaching effects 

of image construction, particularly among non-Indian (or outsider) populations? This, 

however, could be explored in terms of Bollywood’s possible relations with Taiwanese 

students. Like, what image do Taiwanese students have of Bollywood, and how it helps in 

formation of image about India? 

The interpretation movies, is determined by social, geographical and political location 

of viewers. For example, interpretation of a Bollywood movie is not uniform, different 

viewers have different things to take from Bollywood movies. Likewise geographical or 

national location could also influence our interpretation. Similarly viewers’ experiences 
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could also play major role in formation of image, which needs to be explored in light of 

Wang’s (2007) thesis that identities are entwined with our “daily practices, way of life, and 

shared cultures”. Attention will also be paid to the ways in which friends could influence the 

formation of image and what are the other sources. Also, the ways and the extent to which 

prior travelling experience has or could have helped in formation of India’s image. Thus, in 

the above context we will attend to the following research objectives: 

1. To explore the images and perceptions which Taiwanese have about India? 

2. To examine the ways in which location of viewers influences their interpretation 

of movies. 

The above research objectives will be attended through engagements with the 

following research questions: 

1. What are the ranges of images which Taiwanese have about India? 

2. How have media and other sources influenced in shaping India’s image? 

3. How personal experiences of Taiwanese with India (virtual or actual) contribute 

in India’s image formation? 

The above questions will be explored in light of some of the theories on media 

representation, Imagination, Global imagination and Bollywood, which have been discussed 

in the previous paragraphs. An attempt will be made to further explore the links between 

media representation, image and image of India, particularly in light of Bollywood movies. 
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3. Methodology 

Initially, I chose stereotypes as a conceptual category for my study. However, the 

limitations with this concept compelled me to drop it. Stereotypes are associated with 

generalized perceptions which could have a mainly negative connotation. The limitations 

with this concept would not have helped me in capturing spectrum of views and opinions 

from the field. For this research it is important that stereotype is not employed as a 

conceptual category and instead opt for another much wider category, i.e. image. 

The purpose of this research is to know – what is India’s image. The intention is to 

capture spectrum of image which Taiwanese have about India. Also, to explore the role 

Bollywood movies have played in shaping India’s image in the mind of Taiwanese students. 

For the purpose I have chosen Taiwanese University student from Taipei. 

As this study is exploratory it is better that qualitative method is preferred over 

quantitative (Chisnall, 2001). Thus, participant observation, focus group discussion and 

situational conversation have been used. The reason for choosing qualitative research is 

because of its suitability for exploratory research. The same could be of help in having 

insight into some of the underlying reasons, opinions, and motivations which otherwise are 

obscured in quantitative research. The benefit of qualitative research is that it helps to not 

miss on micro stories which have been rendered insignificant or made invisible in otherwise 

generalized macro-narratives. 

There is an array of qualitative data collection methods, some of which are – 

unstructured or semi-structured techniques, focus group discussions, individual interviews, 

and participant observations. The sample size in such research may not necessarily be 
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representative. Sample is generally small as the intention is of exploratory research, apart 

from compelling limitations of time and resource. 

The study, since it encompasses a wide spectrum of field sites and respondents, initially 

employed multiple variables to focus on. However, as research progresses it funneled down 

to significant concepts and themes which emerge from the ground. The inductive logic was 

engaged to study the particular actions, situations, conversations. Existing literature has been 

read and analyzed in light of emerging data and experience from the field. 

This study tries to grasp with and elucidate the life and perspective of people from different 

strata – sex, education level, cities, and age. For this reason, I engaged in situational 

conversation with women and men from different social and educational background of 

Taiwan – University and college school students. 

     To identify the above mentioned respondents this study used sample of students from 

‘IMICS’ (International Master of International communication studies of National Chengchi 

University, Taipei) and snowball and purposive sampling methods. The initial conversations 

were mostly with people I had familiarity with. Subsequently, through them other 

respondents were reached to make further enquiry. Denscombe’s (2007, p.27) study also 

collected data from “convenient sample” based on the researcher’s judgments. Denscombe 

chose sample “by using personal networks or relations”. In exploratory studies, such as that 

of Denscombe or this study, it is reasonable to use above sampling method, particularly 

when study is at preliminary stage and contacts have not been well developed (Denscombe, 

2007). 
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The use of a focus group could be traced to development practice, particularly in the 

developing country context. The intention has been to make the policy makers, planners and 

donor agencies aware of what the people want, and to also involve them as a major 

stakeholder in the process of planning and policy. This method developed in context where 

existing methodologies and development projects have been not of much success. 

In interviews, for instance, ‘questioner takes the lead’, and respondents are mere 

passive participant (Krueger and Casey, 2000). Rice (1931, p.561, cited in Krueger and 

Casey, 2000) writes that “data obtained from an interview are as likely to embody the 

preconceived ideas of the interviewer as the attitude of the subjects interviewed”. Also, 

interview could sometimes become intimidating, and respondents may not be comfortable. 

Krueger and Casey (2000) are of the  that “focus group presents a more natural environment 

than that of an individual interview because participants are influencing and influenced by 

others- just as they are in life”. Apart from employing this method to provide a congenial 

environment for respondents I also used external stimuli in pilot FGD, which was in form of 

Bindi (for woman), Tilak (for man) Indian snacks, Bollywood movie screening, and India 

specific decoration. 

The goal of focus group was to collect data that were of importance to this study, and 

also to not miss on the range of opinion that respondents from different groups could have 

(Krueger and Casey, 2000). Many scholars and development practitioners are of the view 

that focus group helps “promote self-disclosure among participants”, for example what the 

participants are really thinking and feeling (ibid). To capture range of opinions and 

experience of different groups, here, focus group becomes an important tool of data 
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collection. Data gathered from different groups then compared and contrasted, as is 

generally done. 

During my more than two years of stay I have observed that Taiwanese do not share 

negative opinions and I observed this phenomenon when I initially started inquiring ‘India’s 

Image’; what I noticed that the Taiwanese were more than happy to share positive and good 

image of India but whenever I probed about negative image of India, I perceived they were 

reluctant to expressed their negative views and opinions about India. I am of the view that 

the possible reasons could be I am an Indian and probably Taiwanese didn’t want to let me 

feel embarrassed by expressing their views forthrightly because Taiwanese culture is based 

on harmony. This study intends to capture negative opinions and image about India too, 

however due to the reasons discussed above it would be big challenge. Thus, in such a 

situation focus group and participant observation becomes crucial instead of doing in-depth 

interview. For example Wightand Crimp (2000) writes that an important feature “of focus 

groups is to transcribe views of the respondents, which later on” help in analyzing “the way 

what was said in either emotional or sarcastic tone, or even nonverbal behaviors such as 

grimaces or smiles are of importance in the interpretation of the content ”. Hence, I am of 

the opinion that a carefully managed and observed group discussion and participant 

observation could help in capturing negative opinion (as well neutral and positive images) 

about India which, may or may not, Taiwanese students hold.  
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3.1 Research design 

I emailed an invitation to students of ‘International Master in International 

communication Studies(IMICS)’ of National Chengchi University in Taipei through the 

office of ‘IMICS’ to volunteered for my focus group participants and selected four members 

from them and I also used snowballing method to recruit three more Taiwanese students 

from other department of the university for this study in the first stage; which was created 

for pilot focus group discussion and purpose for the pilot FGD was to get some initial 

themes to emerge and for this reason stimulation has been used in form of movie i.e. ‘The 

Lunchbox’.  

Then two more FGDs created for further research to compared and contrasted about 

India’ image among two different set of participants i.e. (A) Have visited India (B) Never 

been to India . 

One group consisted of four members two male and two female who have been to India 

and the second group consisted of four members too with gender balance who have not 

visited India yet. (Appendix 1) 

These new eight selected participants for two FGDs have been recommended by my 

friends, classmates and acquaintances (four female and four male for gender balance) to 

constitute eight participants for this study. 

The three focus group were conducted with different participants of category and it is 

the rule of thumb (Krueger and Casey, 2000). The reason given by Krueger and Casey (2000) 

for conducting three to four focus group is that three to four groups give the opportunity to 
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compare and analyze across groups. This helps determine if researcher has reached 

‘saturation’ - the researcher is not getting new information 

3.2 Data collection process 

       How the Pilot focus group was conducted and the primary data had been sourced; 

The Pilot focus group session was divided in three parts;  

     The first part started by the researcher in the role of moderator and helped by one 

Taiwanese friend to be an active member to stimulate more discussion, the moderator briefly 

introduced the research topic and purpose of this focus group. 

The participants were requested to complete a short questionnaire about age, gender, 

education, and contact information etc. 

 And then general questions and discussion about India began, and some data has been 

captured initially, without first watching the movie, by asking some basic questions about 

India. Apart from the above mentioned ‘initial data capturing’ about ‘India’s image and 

sources of those images’,  

This section’s questions are cited in the appendix section. (Appendix 2) 

The second part of the focus group involved a Bollywood movie session, where the 

discussion was mainly center on ‘Bollywood movie i.e. ‘The Lunchbox’ and India’s images’ 

and whether the movie has portrayed ‘real India’ or ‘reel India’.  
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In this session, the researcher tried to capture data with stimulation i.e. ‘The Lunchbox’ 

in order to gauge how the Taiwanese students have perceived this movie and whether the 

movie infused some kind of perceptions and image in their mind. 

And some questions related to the movie had put forward to the participants at the end 

of this section; the complete list of questions can be accessed in appendix section. 

The third part was involved a cultural activity session, here in this section focus group, 

participants were served Indian snacks, drinks and presented some cultural activities i.e. 

‘Henna applying’ ‘Bindi (a dot on forehead for woman) and Tilak (a dot on forehead for 

man) etc., which had been done by the participations.(Forehead Markings,2017) 

Here in this section the data has been collected about Taiwanese students’ familiarity 

and unfamiliarity with India’s culture, custom, foods and accessories, and their mediated 

interaction with India (real or virtual) and Indian people. 

Last but not least their past-present experiences with cultural phenomena of India and 

how these dynamic interactions have shaped and influenced (have been continuously 

shaping and influencing) India’s image. The complete list of questions can be accessed in 

appendix section. (Appendix 2) 

 3.3 “The Lunchbox” 

The reason I chose an Indian movie ‘The Lunchbox’ is because of its specific Indian 

theme, and availability of this movie at ‘Taipei Public Library' (Appendix 3) unlike many 

other production from India, particularly Bollywood, this movie presented some Indian 

specific theme apart from the location and other things.  
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The Bollywood movies have had important role in defining “standards of beauty and 

aesthetics…identity — historical and contemporary” (Ahmed, 2011). Barnouw and 

Krishnaswamy (1963) write of its role in movement of nation building (after the 

Independence), and its crucial role in helping build an ‘Indian identity’. However authors 

like Nandy (1995) have a different take on Bollywood, he writes that the often associated 

plurality with Bollywood is in reality a tamed one. Further, he writes that there is 

homogenisation in movie and it is “result of the mass element become dominant” (ibid).  

In the production of ‘The Lunchbox’ four major international production houses from 

different countries were involved, the production houses are – DAR motion pictures, UTV 

Motion Pictures, Dharma Productions, Sikhya Entertainment, NFDC (India), ROH Films 

(Germany), ASAP Films (France), and the Cine Mosaic (United States). The movie was 

screened at major international movie festivals and was nominated for British Academy 

Film Awards 2015 and also won Critics Week Viewer’s Choice Award also known as Grand 

Rail d'Or.  

Thus, we could say that in the international circle there was certain familiarity and 

interest with the movie and also this movie is accessible and available in ‘Taipei Public 

Library’ with public performance rights and hence suitable for the purpose of my focus 

group. 

(See Appendix 3 for details) 

Coming to the movie the setting is Mumbai. Mumbai is big Metro and economic 

capital of India and people from various social, economic and regional backgrounds 
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compose its population. The movie describes the characteristics of Indian society and the 

role of Indian women, even the background is reflection of Indian life. 

The movie screening helped an enabling environment where the respondents were able to 

share their views. Apart from movie the following were used as stimuli to give Indian 

ambience and cue to focus group members to talk about India: 

1. Indian Snacks: As conversation starter for India’s image 

2. Henna: Mehndi or henna is a paste that is bought in a cone-shaped tube and is made 

into designs for men (Garoo, 2016) and women. Mehndi is derived from the 

Sanskrit word mendhikâ. Practiced mainly in India and Pakistan, mehndi or henna 

is the application of as a temporary form of skin decoration, popularized in the 

West by Indian cinema and entertainment industry, the people in Nepal, 

Bangladesh and the Maldives also use mehndi. Mehndi decorations became 

fashionable in the West in the late 1990s, where they are called henna tattoos. 

(Appendix 4) 

3. Bindi/Tilak (decoration and religious ritual): A Bindi, from Sanskrit bindu, 

meaning ("point, drop, dot or small particle") is a red dot worn on the centre of the 

forehead, commonly by Indian women and Tilak by men. (Appendix 4) 

Questions which were put to the members of focus group were wide ranging – likes 

and dislikes about India, image of India (natural, negative), problems India has. Through the 

questions an attempt was made trace from where the participants got information about 

India, for example they could be – newspaper, local or International, electronic media, 

movie, local movie, Bollywood movie, Hollywood movies, parents, friends, teacher. In the 
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focus group questions also covered personal or friends, family or acquaintances’ 

experience(s), if any, of travel to India. The pilot focus group was conducted to find 

prominent images of India and dimensions to conduct further focus group. 

3.4 The mood of the field 

The research site was quite open and accessible, likewise the respondents. There was 

also good amount of interest shown on part of the respondents and they actively participated 

in this research. I on the field and by the respondent have been received with a sense of 

openness and familiarity. The respondents were quite open about sharing their opinions, and 

they made me question and rethink my own assumptions.  

3.5 Data Sources 

This study relies mostly on the primary data. Primary data was gathered in duration 

spread over weeks. The data was collected through unstructured interview, structured 

interview, focus group discussion, participant observation and observation
3
 since the space 

was open and diverse, in sense there were multiple variable to focus, which made the data 

collected seem scattered. In a way, the spread data widened the perspective. Though the 

other side of it was the time constrain limited the research from going into the detailed 

nuances.  

 

                                                             
3
Here we would resist from using the term participant observation, and rather call it a non-participant 

observation. 
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4. India through the lens of Bollywood; Pilot FGD and its 

results 

In the following paragraphs the results from pilot study will be shared. The emerging 

themes helped in conducting FGDs and further study. The images which participants had 

about India could be categorised under the following – culture, people (nature and physical 

feature of Indians), social and economic problems, gender discrimination and inequality.  

Bollywood (songs in movies), crowds, huge population, Gandhi, curry ,meditation, 

yoga, inequality between rich and poor, caste system, Holi festival, and women’s clothing 

came up prominently in the general image which the respondents had about India. 

Respondents felt that food in India is fried, salty and spicy, and curry dishes were 

commonplace, and they felt Indians love it. It is important to note here that the respondents 

were of the view that Indians are black with big eyes, the children have bright eyes, and 

adult women have sad ones. They were of the view that Indians are beautiful, especially the 

women. 

The things which respondents liked about India are its exoticness and uniqueness. 

The positive image which respondents had about India is mainly related to cultural aspects, 

such as – meditation, yoga, food, movies, music, dance, accessories, sarees, architecture 

(specially the Taj Mahal), henna, yoga, and being colourful.(See, Appendix 5 for details) 

While the negative images were mainly related to aspects of gender and child, such 

as – gender inequality, unsafe for women, rape, human trafficking, child labour, and 

underage 
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marriages. Caste was another major problem which they found with India. Apart from it 

being unsafe for travellers, crowded transport, sanitation problems, begging, educational 

inequality, economic inequality, environmental problems, health issues, religious conflict, 

and corruption were also problems that they noticed. Among the above, the respondents 

rated gender inequality, gender education, education inequality and religious conflict as 

major issues with India. Here I find it important to take note of the fact that caste did come 

up as a negative image but none of the respondents rated it as a major problem, in spite of 

the fact that the caste system is a very hierarchical order and has resemblance with 

patriarchy and racial inequality. The respondents rated the caste system and economic 

inequality, religion, population, government and patriarchy as major sources of the above 

problems which they found with India.  

The following table depicts India’s Image which has emerged from among the focus 

group members’ discussions and reflections, once they had watched the ‘The Lunchbox’ 

movie. They also specified the specific scenes of the movie to collaborate their reason to 

have that kind of image, which had been elicited through ‘The Lunchbox’ movie’s plot and 

scenes. 
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Table 1 

List of images of India from the movie “The Lunchbox” 

Categorization of elicited Image 

of India. 

Specific scene in the movie. 

The images of India being a 

crowded place. 

Traffic jams scenes in the movie. 

The Dabawalas carrying so many lunch boxes to deliver in 

the office. 

Leading actors commuting in overcrowded train scene. 

The image of India’s food and 

dietary habit. Indians use hand 

for eating. 

The three tier-tiffin pot tier has stuffed with Indian breads 

(Chapatis) and curry.  

The Dabawalas delivering homemade foods in a lunch 

boxes to customers. 

The leading female character using a lots of spices while 

preparing cuisine. 

Supporting actor is eating banana as lunch to satisfy the 

hunger. He said that many Indians choose to have bananas 

for lunch because it is cheap and easily available     

Main characters as well as others character in the movie 

are using hands for eating. 

Scene where a co-worker visited other for dinner and they 

are having meal on the floor. 
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The image of education system 

of India. 

 

The brother of lead character, Illa, committed suicide 

because the pressure of classwork. 

The supporting actor narrated his story to his boss about 

his educational qualification and mentioned the fact he 

didn’t get good education because his parents couldn’t 

afford to send him to good school, so he has lied to him 

about his educational qualification and skills to get the job.  

The image of India as a place of 

various religions and 

Spirituality. 

Saajan Fernandez, the actor, visits his wife’s graveyard to 

pay homage. The graveyard’s background is catholic. 

Illa is following Hindu religion customs scene.  

The Taj Mahal topic scenes, scenes of Muslim men 

wearing skull cap.  

The image of India colorfulness 

and Marriage culture. 

The marriage scenes in the movie, where supporting actor 

gets scooter as a dowry and scooter is decorated with 

colorful accessories. 

Both bride and grooms marriage dress is bright and 

colorful. 

The marriage ceremony scene in the movie is colorful, all 

the guests are wearing colorful dress specially women and 

overall ambience in the marriage scenes is flamboyant. 

The images of India’s inequality 

among the rich and poor people. 

Movie scenes where poor children on the train are 

begging. 

The poor young cobbler, shoe-shine. 
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The leading supporting actor in the movie never buys 

ticket while commuting in the local train. 

Poor staff need to tell a lie for a job.   

The images of the Indian 

woman. 

Commonly occupied a 

subordinate status. 

The female protagonist depicted in the movie always 

cooking for her husband.  

Illa, the actress, putting on makeup for her husband scene. 

Only women are doing household chores. 

In the office scenes, not a single woman is working. 

Financially dependent on male, the main female character 

was shown asking money from her husband. 

The protagonist suspicious and gets circumstantial 

evidence of her husband’s extramarital affairs but don’t 

confront him. 

The images of Indian 

personality and attitude. 

The almost all the characters in the movie (Indian) using 

the body language while speaking specially hand gesture, 

shaking and nodding of the head. 

The dabawalas think they will never make mistake. The 

mistake always from the other side. A scene where 

dabawala arguing with the Illa, female protagonist about 

the delivery of the lunch box. 

The image of India’s national 

sport. 

The scenes where children playing cricket passionately in 

the narrow street. 
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4.1 Introduction of FGDs; second and third  

In the pilot FGD the participants were from mixed backgrounds. It included both those 

who have been to India (two) and those who have never been to India (five). I observed in 

the pilot FGD that the participants who had been to India hold certain different view on 

some of the issues, especially related with the foods and security and safety, compared to 

those who never been to India. 

 The pilot FGD results and movie i.e. ‘The Lunchbox’, helped in giving certain 

directions to research and narrowed it down further.‘The Lunchbox’ is of specific genre. The 

intention of the movie makers was not to cover up aspects of the Indian nation or the 

communities it constitutes. Neither is it possible to cover all aspects, in a single movie, even 

if the intention had been so. In spite of all these reservations, which can be held against the 

movie, it allowed for a discussion along certain dimensions. The movie captures dimensions 

related to Indian society, culture, workplace (whether white or blue collar), family, gender, 

public space, transportation, religion, poverty, safety, and security. 

Hence, the FGD (and the movie) helped in generating certain questions which were 

helpful for the subsequent FGDs and in funneling down the research topic. For example – it 

helped me to focus on images and the sources – media, movies, and school textbooks. 

Questions related to following themes emerged for the subsequent FGDs – food, gender, 

crowd, poverty, pollution, health, hygiene, security, gender, family life, religion, and caste 

system. 
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For the latter two FGDs mixed group was not used. In one of the FGD the participants 

composed of those who have never been to India, in the other it were those who have been 

to India. In the pilot FGD cues and stimulants were used, but in the latter two FGDs 

stimulants were not used. In the FGDs I intentionally allowed the participants to lead the 

discussion, thus avoiding the possibility of influencing the discussion through my 

involvement. I limited my involvement to only when the participants were digressing from 

the topic of FGD or when the discussion was becoming chaotic. 

We should be attentive of the fact that in one FGD none of the participants have been 

to India. They have almost no connection with India. So, whatever image they might be 

having of India is informed, solely, by sources available here in Taiwan. Their views and 

experience of India, whatever little, is mediated by certain media/movies, textbooks, friends, 

colleagues, and Indian restaurants in Taiwan in case of Food. 

Another FGD was conducted with those who have been to India. In this FGD, with 

those who have been to India, attention was paid to the impression which the participants 

have had before and after their visit to India. The participants shared experience about how 

their visit to India made them critically engage with their earlier image of India. During the 

FGD it was observed that for many of the participant their earlier image got subverted 

through the visit. While for a few of the participant their earlier image got reaffirmed and 

further strengthened. During the course of pilot FGD and from the subsequent data analysis 

various themes emerged – (a) Crowds, poverty, pollution; (b) Question of modernity, health,  

hygiene and security; (c) food; (d) Gender, Family life; (e) Tradition, religion and caste system. 

They will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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4.2 Population, poverty and the slums  

Slums in India are ubiquitous. They crisscross Indian cities, whether big or small. The 

federal structure of India enables free movement of people between the states and cities. 

Thus, it is observed that a large chunk of people migrates to different cities and states due to 

various pull and push factors. Migration adds cosmopolitan culture to the Indian cities. It is 

not only rich who migrate, but also the poor and socially disadvantaged. Poor migrants face 

a lot of hardship in big cities. Slums in the cities provide a cheap and safe haven for stay and 

food. The slums have been, thus, studied a lot. It also is under the attention of state. 

However, there is many stereotypes and stigma attached to the slums. State and the 

upwardly mobile population view the slums and its inhabitant through suspicious glance. 

Upward from academic and state attention it also has received attention from movie makers, 

and finds place in popular culture. Thus slum centric movie are staple for consumption of 

viewers, for Slumdog Millionaire. Apart from the perception of outsiders we also need to 

attend to the perception of those who reside and part of the slum. There are various factors 

which motivate residents to reside in slums, which could be broadly categorized under 

following three – higher and stable income, social mobility for future generation, non-

availability of other Option. Robert D. Kaplan’s (1994) argument lends very interesting 

picture to slums and culture. He writes: 

Slums are litmus tests for innate cultural strengths and weaknesses. Those peoples whose 

cultures can harbor extensive slum life without decomposing will be, relatively speaking, the 

future’s winners. Those whose cultures cannot will be the future’s victims. [Robert D. 

Kaplan, 1994] 
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Images about India 

A significant proportion of the discussion hovered on India’s population problem, 

poverty, and the slums. One of the participants, Jason, a 24 year old male doing his Masters, 

said that “he does not know many facts about India, except that India is the second largest 

country in the world quite, and a number of residents live in slums”. Tom, 23-year-old male 

student doing his undergraduates, said that when he hears the word India two words come to 

his mind, “crowded and inequality”. Another responded did share the view that India is 

crowded. To substantiate her view, Elly 25-year old female student, told that trains in India 

are so crowded that commuters are compelled to sit on top of trains. 

Michael, 24 year old respondent, did not agree with the view that all the places in India 

are crowded. He said: 

…to a certain degree, I think that this might be correct that India is crowded and also poverty 

exists there. Look, I shall never belief that all the places in India will be crowded. What 

about villages? (Michael) 

He further argued, perhaps there may be places with good infrastructure and 

development. He believes that there will be such places with amenities for the rich to live a 

luxurious life. 

Bella, a 22 year old female, undergraduate student was of the opinion these various 

form of social and economic problem is a typical case of developing country. The 

respondent tried to draw attention to India’s cultural heritage and ancient civilization. She, 

given a chance, would be interested in visiting India, especially Taj Mahal. Likewise another 

respondent believes that India is beautiful: 
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I have seen some photograph which my friend has taken there and in my opinion they were 

beautiful and my friend has already been there three times and had not face much difficulty. 

(Bella) 

Population, poverty and the slums: The experience from travel 

The FGD members before visiting India used to think that India is crowded has slums, 

and poverty is widespread. The same got confirmed through their visit to India. They 

observed that beggars could be seen begging near religious and public places. Even small 

kids could be seen selling things or begging at traffic intersection. The other thing they 

observed is lack of hygiene. During their visit they witnessed open and overflowing drains. 

Their earlier imagination about India its slum formed through school textbooks (see figure 1 

to figure 3) and movies (such as Slumdog Millionaire) got only confirmed. For many 

participants they found India to be much more dirty, unhygienic and poor than they had 

expected. 

 

 

Figure 1   Slums in India. Due to the large population and emigration to the cities, big cities 

suffer from insufficient housing and water supply. Thus, slums are everywhere. 

(Source: Second year junior high school ‘society’ textbook, volume 4. Edited by 

Han Lin Publishing Co., Ltd. 2012, p.79) 
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Figure 2 Living in poverty. Mumbai is the largest city in India. There are more than 6 

million people living in poor. The figure shows a child carrying a pail for water. 

Source: Second year junior high school ‘society’ textbook, volume 4. Edited by 

Nan I Book Enterprise Co., Ltd 2014, p.74) 

 

Figure 3  Slums in Mumbai. Mumbai is the commercial centre of India. It offers more job 

opportunities, and attracts migrants from all over India. However, some of the 

people can only stay in slums due to the housing shortage. (Source: Second year 

junior high school ‘society’ textbook, volume 4. Edited by Nan I Book Enterprise 

Co., Ltd, 2014, p.77) 
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Gloria, 25 year old, female participant, doing her Masters did not find much change in 

her image about India after her visit to the country. Before visiting, through Media and her 

school textbook she formed image that India is messy, overcrowded. After her visit she 

came to know many knew things and they have only added to the earlier image and also 

realized gap between poor and rich is huge. She feels more informed through her personal 

experience. She finds that there is messy environment on the streets. There is traffic 

congestion and mismanagement. Along with there exist modern spaces within the cities, 

with neat and clean Metro (MRT) and business complexes. She points to huge gap in term 

of public infrastructure and public facilities – she observed disparity between urban and 

rural areas. 

Sam, a 24 year old Male, doing his bachelor degree, had concerns about connectivity 

and transportation. The participant experienced crowded public transport. The buses and 

trains don’t run on time. The metro is better mode of transport. The other thing another 

participant observed was population. The participant felt that too many people use private 

motorized vehicle which contributes in growth of pollution. Similarly a participant who 

visited Indian city Delhi told that in old Delhi he observed Rickshaw, which was unexpected 

for him: “Rickshaw everywhere in old Delhi, I haven’t imagined ever I could find ever”. 

(Sam) 

Concerns about environment were shared by others as well, for instance Mark, 22 year 

old from Taipei doing his Bachelors in Engineering had been to India as an exchange 

student. He finds that India has public hygiene problem, lack of education, and poor living 

standard. His pre-travel image of India got only confirmed, expect for the one about him 

expecting India to be having advanced software and aerospace technology. The image about 
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India that it is advanced in technology could be traced to school textbook (figure 4 and 

figure 5). 

 

Figure 4 A Microsoft branch in Bangalore. Bangalore is India’s technology center. Many 

multi-national companies are located here. (Source: Second year junior high 

school ‘society’ textbook, volume 4. Edited by Han Lin Publishing Co., Ltd, 2012, 

p.79)  

 

Figure 5 Bangalore is the center of high technology in India is called “India’s Silicon 

Valley.”(Source: Second year junior high school ‘society’ textbook, volume 

4.Edited by KST Education Corp, 2015, p.78) 
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The FGD members told that they observed that most of the Indians are positive. They 

told that even those who have to go through day to day hardship because of their poverty are 

positive. They told that they witnessed disparity. Disparity was in terms of wealth as well as 

amenities. For example certain areas, the affluent and posh localities, would have wide roads 

and closed drains. The same facility and service, perhaps, is not extended to the areas where 

poor and lower income people reside. 

One of the participant observed that massive construction projects are going on. 

Somewhere construction of metro is happening. While at other places building or house are 

constructed. The participant was hopeful that development is taking place and things will be 

better once constructions are over. 

Apart from textbooks media also needs to be critically looked at. International media 

most of the time presents India in a very poor light. They confine image of India to mostly 

poverty, unhygienic and, crowded. In spite of the fact that recent years have witnessed 

infrastructural development the representation remains as it used to be. Similar problem can 

be raised with the representational practices in regard to developed countries. For example 

global city like New York is imagined through skyscrapers, while Paris is imagined and 

associated with arts and aesthetics. Rarely in popular imaginary do the poor, homeless and 

underprivileged of these cities figure in. Thus it is witnessed that certain meanings are 

generated and propagated through these “systems of signification”, the system of 

signification are not merely textual (example - textbooks) but also visual and auditory (news, 

movies) (Orgad, 2012). These systems of signification are not without purpose. We can say 

that there is complementary relation between hard and soft power. In case of developed 

countries it is observed that there military and economic might is complemented by their 
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foothold in aspects related to movies, music, and news. This perhaps is not the case with 

countries like India. In case of India the soft elements like Bollywood, Gandhi, Curry, Taj 

Mahal, and IT Industry predominates. Thus, giving rise to many misgivings. 

My personal opinion 

When I was in Mumbai, I visited the Dharavi, supposedly the biggest slum of Asia and one 

of the largest in the world.  People around the world are familiar with it through the movie 

Slumdog Millionaire. This is the slum wherein Jamal (the main character of the movie) lived. 

Also much of the movie was shot here. It is so densely populated that it feels like being in a 

city within a city. This slum is filled with narrow dirty alleys, open sewers and more trash 

than we can possibly imagine. 

When one looks beyond the stereotypes attached to slums in general, and Dharavi in 

particular, we find that it is a successful settlement with a vibrant community, culture and 

economy. The residents are as hard-working, having hopes and aspirations. Life is not as 

bad as is generally assumed. The residents have developed ingenious and creative ways to 

negotiate with the identity which is attached to the residents and space, and the governments 

little or no welfare services in this locality. 

4.3 Question of modernity, health hygiene, security 

Sanitation is a big issue in India. A significant chunk of population does not have 

access to modern sanitation, such as toilets. Many go for open defecation.  Problem of water 

supply further complicates the problem. Hence, in the recent years government has made 

sanitation its priority. Narendra Modi, India’s prime minister, in a popular speech said that 

building toilets should be priority over temples. The Narendra Modi led government came 
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up with the program called ‘Swachh Bharat Abhiyan’ (Clean India Mission). It is a country 

wide campaign for a clean India. It was inaugurated by the Prime Minister himself, 

sometime in October 2014. This campaign aims to discourage the practice of open 

defecation and inculcate habits of cleanliness. A large chunk of money has been invested in 

sanitizing the populace through various forms of media. It further aims to provide all the 

Indians with access to toilets. The date set for achieving is 150
th

 birth anniversary of 

Mahatma Gandhi, i.e. 2
nd

 October 2019. 

Presently, In India around 560 million people don’t have access to toilet. I have 

observed that even those who can afford to construct toilet don’t do it. Even if they have 

toilets they do rarely use it. Most of the people go for open defecation which has serious 

consequence for environment and water bodies, it further raises health issues. For example 

this rampant practice could lead to diarrhea. In India many die due to cases of diarrhea, 

specially the children. 

Respondents’ opinion 

During the FGD it was observed that the participants were giving details of their 

encounters with people of India. They also were discussing demographic components, such 

as sex ratio and language. Gloria, a 25 year old female participant doing her Masters is of 

the view that India is a diverse country, her views were based on her travels in states of 

southern India: ‘‘I think that India is very diverse, that’s what I experienced in India, 

actually I travelled only South India, but even there I found a lot of diversity.’’(Gloria)  

Amy, a 22 year old female student doing her Bachelor degree and who had visited India 

three times found India colorful, “Colorful country… everything was so colorful 
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there”(Amy). Similarly, Mark who was in India for several months, felt “that India is a 

country of many possibilities…that you can go into many directions, Chaotic as well 

peaceful, spiritual.’’ 

Gloria also shared concerns with regard to health and hygiene. She observed that 

people live in very dirty conditions: “Dirty, how can people live in such dirty and massy 

environment without thinking of improvement?”(Gloria) 

Coming to observations about the people, Indians, one of the participants, Amy said 

that she observed that Indians are mostly thin. Mark, another participant who had been to 

southern Indian states too said that Indians have expressive big and beautiful eyes. Another 

participant found Indians to be friendly, and very talkative. Similar observations were made 

yet another participant name Sam, Indians are “very friendly and want to talk to, even when 

they could not understand what I was talking about, but they are tried to listen to” (Sam). 

One of the FGD member, Amy, told that Indians are relaxed, or perhaps lazy. She felt that 

they do not live fast living life in small cities. This observation is based on her travels in 

Goa and Kolkata, India. Amy, who had been to India for volunteering, added her views 

more on her interaction with local people in India and shared her opinion that Indians give 

“better treatment to Asian girl than western girl that’s what I observed when I was in India 

for volunteering”.(Amy) 

A participant from Taipei doing his Bachelors found Indians to be friendly, and 

observed that English is widely spoken over there in India. He found Indians to be friendly. 

Further, he found that shopkeepers, travel agent and cab drivers cheated foreign tourists a lot. 
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They told that many a times they felt cheated by vendors. They are of the opinion that 

the foreign tourists are more regularly cheated by the vendors. The observation on cheating 

was shared by others as well, for instance Mark, a 22 year old male who went to India as an 

exchange student at ‘Indian Institute of Technology’, Kanpur, India. He finds that the 

vendors do cheat, although He finds them to be working hard. 

Now we will discuss view of one of the participant named Joyce who had a different 

position to take as her earlier image, which may not be positive, got subverted. The 

participant told that before visiting India she was very apprehensive and more than him his 

parents were worried about him. She was concerned about safety, hygiene and food. She felt 

that once she was in India his apprehensions were suitably addressed: 

Before going to India as a teaching volunteer, I was fearful of many things – food, safety, 

hygiene etc., but what amazed me that people were friendly and want to talk to, even when 

they could not understand what I was talking about, but they tried to listen and I had choices 

of non-spicy foods. (Joyce) 

Interesting observations are to be made from the above. It could be observed, that the 

above participants interaction with individuals in India helped to form favorable image 

about India. Perhaps those personal encounters instilled confidence in a new place and 

foreign country with different language and culture. The familiarity and confidence he 

developed helped him negotiate with the complexities of encounter with new culture. Thus, 

it could be argued that personal encounters and familiarity have strong mediating influence. 

Taking the above argument a little further a little attention needs to be paid to the 

discussions and opinions on India cuisine. 
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My personal opinion 

India is plagued with poverty, overpopulation, illiteracy, unplanned housing, and a lack 

of awareness of public hygiene. People assume that the responsibility of cleanliness resides 

solely with the government. The population do not participate in making public places neat 

and clean. I observed that the traditional emphasis of Indian religion is on rituals and not on 

public etiquette, whereas in China and other eastern Asian countries the influence of 

Confucius teaching is also on public etiquettes. For example, I observed that in Taipei, 

Taiwanese School students do sweeping and cleaning in their classrooms and schools, which 

is unheard of and unseen in Indian schools. I further believe that Indians’ little or no 

sensibility towards such etiquettes is because of caste. Caste is occupational division of the 

population and is determined by birth. In Indian society Dalits, the former “untouchables”, 

were entrusted with the task of cleanliness. Even in contemporary times it is observed that it 

is people of this caste only which engage in public sanitation activities. Even the 

government employees who do maintain sanitation in public places are mostly drawn from 

this caste. 

4.4 Indian Food 

Food is perhaps one of distinctive future of any culture or religion. Likewise, it could 

be observed that Indian and Taiwanese food are very distinct from each other, 

distinctiveness is not only in terms of taste only but also the method of preparation. It is 

argued that the present Indian cuisines are mixture of a number of civilization (for example 

Middle Eastern and central Asian influence) and historical period. For example, potato, 

chillies and breadfruit are believed to be bought to India by Portuguese. It is widely believed 
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by historians of colonialism that the spice trade between Indian subcontinent and European 

countries was central to colonial adventures. On the other hand Indian cuisines have also 

been influence on cuisines of other region and cultures. Also, it should be kept to our 

attention that Indian cuisine is not homogeneous, but constitutes a variety of regional and 

ethnic cuisine, they vary from each other. In case of India food is not only influenced by 

regional and ethnic sensibilities, but also by religious and cultural sensibilities. 

The mediated: Having Indian cuisines in Indian restaurants of Taiwan 

Food had been the most recurring theme in all the three FGDs. This has been most 

relatable to the respondents, even those respondents who have never been to India. The 

reason for the same is various. It could be because the participants in some or other way 

have and have been encountering Indian cuisine, through TV shows on cuisines or Indian 

restaurants in Taiwan. This becomes relatable to most of irrespective of their social and 

political commitments. This is also the theme where political correctness is paid little 

attention to. During the conversation around food it was found that the participants did little 

or no self-censorship. Raviv (2002) has an interesting take on this. Raviv opens us to the 

many possibilities, such as those related to culture, nationalism, and also unifying the 

potential of food. 

Whether it is individual foodstuffs that are held up as markers of national affiliation, or the 

idea of a common, shared cuisine, food plays an important role as a cultural product, 

defining who we are. Food can be employed to draw borders and create distinctions between 

“us” and “others,” or it can serve as a tool for bringing together people with diverse 

background and as an instrument of unification. [Raviv, 2002] 
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In the three FGDs attempt there was no specific attention paid to any of these aspects. 

Although, some of the participants did indicate towards the possibilities which Raviv (2002) 

makes us aware of. For example one of the participants, Bella told that: 

…another impression I have of the country is the spicy food in the Indian restaurant where 

my parents will bring us to time after time. I don’t eat spicy food probably that is why I 

don’t really enjoy Indian food a lot. (Bella) 

From the response of above mentioned response it is observed that she wanted to clear 

the assumption which other (participants and the researcher) might have held against her – 

her not enjoying Indian cuisine is not something to do with the nation/region to which the 

food belongs. She wanted to make it clear that she does not eats spicy food and that is why 

probable she does not  “enjoy Indian food a lot”, as they are mostly spicy. Another 

important thing to note would be that, from her response stereotype about Indian food gets 

reaffirmed, i.e. Indian foods are spicy. Similar was it with most other respondents. In case of 

Bella the source of her experience is Indian restaurants over here in Taiwan. The varieties of 

Indian cuisine served over here needs to be looked into, perhaps a little survey of Indian 

restaurant over here would be exciting to do. The participants also indulged in discussion on 

the quality and authenticity of the Indian food served here in Taiwan. This has been 

discussed in following few paragraphs. However, it is important that we do a comparative 

analysis with the experience of those who have been to India. 

Above argument is not meant to intend that all within this group (of those who have 

never been to India) have similar experience and view of India. For instance, another 

respondent Michael, who does have Indian cuisines here in Taiwan, was very cheery. He 
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associates India with food, particularly the spices, curry, street food, and the food in the 

small markets: 

Certainly, no certainly, certainly, that is really…the Indian curries and all the spices and all 

the spicy things and the food on the street and the food on the small markets. I definitely, 

definitely associate that with India. I definitely associate food with India, so in that case is 

the ‘enjoy the food’…for me it is just, yes…Indeed, I would associate that with India. As 

one of the few countries which you really can associate with food. (Michael) 

Similarly, Selina is of the view that, “Not everyone eats it daily, so it is just nice to try 

it out then’’ (Selina). She believes that food is the marker of Indian culture. For her there is 

something unique about Indian food. Further, the respondent is of the opinion that the 

restaurants here might be serving Indian food but food in India is not like that. Another 

respondent, Bruce, agreed with Selina: 

Yes, definitely. They actually could have shown more traditional Indian food to make it even 

more attractive, but I think that that [that food typical is for India] indeed is the case. (Bruce) 

The respondent Michael thinks that it might be possible to find authentic Indian food 

here in Taiwan itself, but feels that the food, “in the country (India) itself it tastes completely 

different, just authentic recipes. Here, it is of course westernized.” He is of the view that 

having food in the country itself is a completely different experience. For him it has been so: 

I find it very important that where I go on vacation, I can eat delicious food. So, yes, I find it 

also interesting that you can discover a completely new kitchen there, because it is very 

different from the Taiwanese kitchen of course. (Michael) 

Likewise, Bella is of the opinion that food is very important there in India. According 

to her the variety in language in India competes with variety in spices and food, “You also 
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have as much…as much languages you have there, you also have as much preparations per 

city or even per village.” She adds, “there is something for everyone…yes.”(Bella) 

Selina is of the opinion, “with regards to nourishments…or with regards to food that 

India is different than other countries”. When I queried her she explained: 

Yes, in Eastern countries you mainly have rice which is very popular. In principal, that is 

also the case in India, but also, yes, roti. That is something you have there, but also in 

different…other types such as parantha…I do not know if you are familiar with that? Yes, 

yes, it is also a type of roti and Indian people also have many different types of spices. You 

also know them, right? Yes…no…so ‘enjoy the food’, that is something I find appropriate 

for India. I think that they try to convey that…yes, ‘learn the food’, ‘learn the language’ it is 

just pure typical characteristic for India….that they desire to convey that to people, 

especially abroad. (Selina) 

 The experience of having Indian cuisines in India 

During the FGD with those who have been to India a similar vibrant discussion 

happened. Food has been one of the thing about which many participants changed their view 

once they had it in India. Before coming to India they believed that Indian food is about 

spices and curry. Mark, one of the participant told that “not all Indian foods are spicy that is 

my personal experience when I travelled to India and had my food there”. Amy, another 

participant agreed, and further added: 

Indian kitchen is very typical that’s what I observed there when I visited one Indian family, 

not only use of different spices even the manners of mixing different vegetables ,spices and 

deep frying it together, or “chapattis making” these things are unique for India, earlier I had 

misconception that Indian food is all about “curry”. 
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Another unique observation was made by participants who have been to India. The 

participants had similar experience when it comes to the generalization that Indian foods are 

spicy. However, the generalization that Indian foods are spicy was subverted by those 

participants who were well travelled, for example those who have been to both southern as 

well as northern states of India. In northern states food is spicier, while in southern states it 

is not so. Southern states’ (especially Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Karnataka) food is bland and 

contain just enough chillis and salt to get the food down. That’s why those Taiwanese who 

travelled to South India observed that not all Indian foods are spicy. Here it’s interesting to 

note how travelling experiences changes image of country from being homogenous to more 

diverse. 

Interesting observation were made on sweets and desserts as well, which was absent 

from the FGD with those who have never been to India. 

Food was okay in India, but before travelling to India I was scared about spicy foods. In fact 

in India I had have plenty of choices if I don’t want to eat spicy or hot foods for example – 

daal (pulses), fried ladyfingers. But, I had to keep in mind – where was I eating, and the 

hygiene. The sweets or desserts were too sweet for me to eat, I can’t eat it there. (Mark) 

Another interesting observation was made about taboos, particularly those related to 

non-vegetarian food by Sam. He told that many restaurants in India serve only vegetarian 

food. Further, even within the restaurant serving non-vegetarian food not all kinds of non-

vegetarian food is served, pork (and beef as well) for instance. 

Indians do not eat pork. While I was in India I tried to find it in some nearby restaurant but 

couldn’t get it. (Sam) 
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Here it should be noted that these taboos were not shared by those who had never been 

to India. The reason could be that the Indian restaurants here are not particular about these 

taboos as it is in India. The difference – surrounding non-vegetarian food (including pork, 

beefs), sweets – might have compelled the restaurants over here to evolve mechanisms. The 

restaurants over here are not particular about taboos, and also use less sugar in sweets and 

desserts. My reflection is that I have not come across any Taiwanese dessert which is sweet 

enough for me. Actually my likeness for sweets is more than the average Indians might have. 

It might be possible that Taiwanese are more health conscious and it is embedded in culture 

to not put a lot of sugar. While in India sweet signifies happiness and celebration. Perhaps 

that is why the chocolate advertisements in India emphasize on these aspects in their 

advertisements. 

To maintain supposed distinctiveness of Indian food they might have been focusing on 

the spices, thus suitably attending to the stereotypes about Indian food. It is not possible to 

maintain “originality” and “authenticity” in a new cultural context. Foods are necessarily 

going to be influenced according the local taste and taboo while not completely losing their 

distinctiveness. However, for after a very long period of time it might be not be easy to 

locate originating country and region. For example, in India Samosa and Biryani are very 

popular, but very few know that these came to India from other countries through the 

travelers and new rulers. Most of the Indians tend to assume that these have originated in 

India. If we look into the history of foods in India then we realized some of popular foods 

haven’t originated in India, for example Samosas, north India literally survives on it. 

Actually Samosa originated in the Middle East, and could be traced to before the 10th 
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century. Samosa was originally called 'Sambosa', they were introduced in India by traders 

and travellers from Central Asia circa 14th century. 

Hence, it could be argued here that location does have a very important role to play, the 

location where interaction and encounter is facilitated. For example in case of food it would 

be the Indian cuisines in restaurants of Taiwan vis-à-vis the experience of having Indian 

cuisine in India itself. It need not be mentioned here that when compared to India the 

varieties of Indian cuisine available in Taiwan is limited. Thus, it could be argued here that 

in the formation of image experience matters. It also matters that from where experience is 

gathered, for example the mediating place or agency. 

My personal opinion 

Here I find it important to add from my personal experience of having food at Indian 

restaurants in Taiwan. During my visits to the restaurants, I also tried to have conversations 

with the owners of the restaurants. They were mostly of Indian origin. 

Here it will be interesting to mention that most of the Indian restaurants in Taiwan 

serve North Indian foods, in spite of this fact that initially those who have permanently 

emigrated to Taiwan were from the Southern states of India. It is people of South Indian 

origin who first opened Indian restaurants. However they found that Taiwanese did not like 

the tastes of those foods, subsequently they were forced to close their businesses. 

Afterwards Indians from Northern states of India opened their restaurants, where they 

served North Indian dishes. The North Indian dishes are now quite popular among a niche 

section of Taiwanese society. Even in my own personal experience, I have not been able to 

find any Indian restaurant which serves South Indian food. However, I have heard from one 
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of Indian acquaintance that there is one Indian restaurant which is owned by a South Indian 

and serves some famous dishes from South India – Idli, Dosa and Sambar. 

4.5 Gender relations and family life in India 

Various scholars and activists have commented and extensively written on the 

hierarchical order of Indian subcontinent. The hierarchical ordering of the society is one of 

the prominent realities, and it is not confined to any region and religion. The hierarchies are 

evident and can be observed between and within gender, caste, and kinship groups. 

Hierarchy is very natural to even a family setting. With similar age family and kinship 

members, it is through gender that position is determined; for example, between women and 

men of similar age, it is men who occupy a higher position. While with similar gender, it is 

through age that hierarchy is determined, those who are senior in age occupy higher 

hierarchical position. 

Media and the movies facilitating image of gender relations 

A good number of respondent believe that India fares badly on the gender front. In 

India sexual harassment is a big issue, according to them. For Instance, one of the 

participants, Mandy, said: “gender inequality is still an issue in India. Girls are not really 

safe there.” Many of the participants referred to rape incidents in India, such as – the 

December 13 rape in Delhi, instances of rape of foreign tourists. It is to be noted that other 

forms of crime did not come up during discussion. 

As for the case of gender relations, most of the opinion is informed by the media, 

particularly news. There were respondents who referred to experience of their colleagues or 

friends or family. Bella, a respondent, said that until she had not encountered any Indians, 
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her images of India were mostly informed by written senior high school textbooks. Things 

changed for her when she started backpacking in Southeast Asia, though she has never been 

to India. During her travels she got the opportunity to meet some Indians. She is still in 

touch with one Indian who presently is working in one of the IT sectors of Singapore. She 

believes that this particular Indian challenged some stereotypes she had of Indians: 

Instead of having gender discrimination, he was very friendly and polite toward me and 

another Malaysian girl. We travelled together for several days and he shared his religious 

ideology with us a lot. Now, I am more willing to embrace Indian culture since it is more 

than the images Taiwan’s textbooks have portrayed. India is more than being poor, biased, 

and dirty. (Bella) 

In the case of the above respondent, we can see that her personal encounter and 

friendship with an Indian has been crucial to the images she has of India. Thus it is 

important that the role of individuals, such as friends, be also attended to. They help affirm 

or question images, which is evident from the experience of the above participant. The role 

of the individual perhaps has not been sufficiently studied. 

For another respondent named Andrea, a female, India comes across as a mysterious 

country. After watching Slumdog Millionaire, an Oscar winning Hollywood movie, she got 

curious about the slums in India, and given a chance would like to visit them. However, she 

had concerns about her safety over there, given the incidences of rape and sexual harassment 

in India she gets to hear of. Here it is important to note the source of image, which is an 

Oscar winning popular movie. It is to be noted that safety concerns of participant is 

informed by news of incidences of rape and sexual harassment in India. 
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Gender relations in India: Images from travelers’ experience 

There is not much difference between views of those who have been to India and those 

who have not been to India. Both groups did not have an encouraging image of India when it 

comes to gender relations. They shared concerns about gender relations and gender related 

violence. Although, for a participant named, Mandy, the danger is not that much as she had 

expected before her travels to India. She observes: 

My personal experience while travelling in India was that it was not dangerous and unsafe as 

I had imagined before, but yes it is not safe in the night, especially for woman who are 

travelling alone.(Mandy) 

Joyce, another participant’s observation, was similar. She observes that there are 

“public security and safety issues for females, especially in night” (Joyce). She further 

added that people there would suggest avoiding solo night travels, as it is not safe to travel at 

night, especially for women. She observes that streets and roads in India are poorly lit, 

making them unsafe. She said that no or very few women go out during night. The safety 

issues do have cascading effect on other aspects of gender relations. For example, it adds to 

invisibalisation and marginalization of women from public spaces. A member of FGD 

named Sam added to the previous observation and said that “most women don’t get a chance 

to work in professional fields”. This observation is similar to that of one from the pilot FGD. 

The participant in pilot FGD pointed out that in the movie ‘The Lunchbox’ few women 

could be observed in workplace, and perhaps entry of women, especially in the organized 

sector, is restricted. 

Gloria, one participant who travelled to India was not able to figure out and wondered 

“who were those people who cross dressed, and were singing and begging for money in the 
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train.”(Gloria) The community to which she is referring to is transgender. Transgendered 

people are a historically marginalized community. They have no job opportunity, whether in 

the organized or unorganized sector. The situation is similar in government sector. They 

face prejudice and discrimination because of their gender. Most of the transgendered people 

thus end up in sex industry or end up in the profession mentioned by the above respondent. 

The transgendered are harassed on a day to day basis. Movies represent them in a very 

stereotypical way. There is little or no education and sensitivity about the plight of the 

community. 

My personal opinion 

Hierarchy and difference defined through gender is a reality of Indian society. Access 

to education, health, and resources (including family resource) are determined by gender. 

Within the families there exists a division of labor. Female members are supposed to be 

taking care of all household activities and caring for children. Once a girl reaches puberty, 

she is supposed to help the female members in the household with household activities and 

care for the young and old. The same I could observe in my family. There is discouragement 

about men doing household chores, be it cooking food or making tea. In families, especially 

middle class families, it is matter of shame if in the presence of women a man makes tea or 

cooks. Cooking skills are a must for a prospective bride. 

Apart from the above there is a strict taboo against periods. Periods are a shushed up 

matter. Sanitary towels are carefully hidden from male members. Even the shopkeepers 

wrap them in black packets or newspapers, so that they are not visible. Females, compared 

to males, are not having so much access to education. Especially in rural areas, it is 
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presumed that if females are sent for education away from home, they will become “amoral”. 

In Indian society, the sexuality of females is strictly regulated when compared to men. 

During the FGD the participants spoke a lot about sexual harassment and rape. What I 

believe is that sexual harassment and rape are only the visible manifestations. In case of rape 

and sexual harassment, it is the survivors who are blamed. Many of the cases of rape or 

harassment do not make it to the courts, as families believe that it will bring “dishonor” to 

the survivor and the family. This is also true for domestic violence against women, which is 

not reported, because of patriarchal culture. The strictly regulated gender relations also need 

to be brought in focus. We also need to criticize the ways in which women are sexually 

objectified in movies. 

4.6 Tradition, religion and the caste system 

The other theme which emerged was surrounding religion. One of the respondent said 

that the first thing which comes to her mind when she hears the word India is – Bollywood, 

religion. Another respondent believes that India is a “Buddhist nation”. Another participant 

was curious about the sacredness attached to the river Ganges. While many referred to 

ubiquitous presence of temples. Bella a female participants believes that presence of a 

number of festivals and religion is unique thing about India. The respondents were familiar 

with Hindu festivals of Holi and Diwali. These two festivals have had strong onscreen 

presence in cinemas of Bollywood. 

For many of the respondents the sources of image were movies, textbooks and Holi 

celebration organized by Indian expatriate in Taipei .Here it is to be noted that religion does 

finds important place in Bollywood, which is through the presence of religious priest or 
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place. Eric, a 25-year-old male student doing Masters, referred to the popular Bollywood 

movie by 3 Idiots actor called, ‘PK’: “Familiar as in...I know it from ‘PK’ movie’’ (Eric). In 

this movie a good amount of onscreen time was given to discussion on futility of religion 

and rituals. 

Presence of religion in Bollywood has been in vogue in Bollywood movies. They had a 

dominant on screen presence. Kumar (2013) in his work presents reading of post 1990s 

movies. He argues that the movie border on propagation of majoritarian religion and also 

maleness. For further reference works of Khan (2009) and of Dwyer (2006) would be 

illuminating to follow. The other thing about FGD is that, contrary to my expectation, I did 

not witness discussion on communalism or communal violence. There was vibrant 

discussion on the question of caste. Discussion on caste I was least expecting. I found that 

the participant had good understanding of caste. 

During the FGD I found that participants had good knowledge about caste system in 

India. They through school textbooks learned about it. However, I found that those who 

have been to India had little or very few things to share about it. The possible reason for it 

could be caste is not as observable as it is with race or gender. System of caste, unlike race 

and gender, is not based on physical feature, thus it cannot be easily observed. Although 

there are theories on caste which argue that there exist racial basis for caste. 

In case of caste surnames become crucial markers of identity. It is from surnames 

Indians try to guess caste. Ghose (2006) writes that, it is important that we be aware that 

names and surnames could and do “signify power, wealth, social rank, artistic qualities, 

beauty and so much more”. Such signifying power may not be obvious as they have been 

normalized in our day to day practice. This becomes much more difficult for those not from 
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India. Pandey (2013) writes that surname denotes our caste affiliation. Although surnames 

may not be that reliable way of ascertaining caste, but in compelling situation where there is 

lack of information it is through surnames that caste is ascertained (Jogdand, 2013). 

Maurya (2016) in his work has tried to analyze the surnames of leading caste of Hindi 

serials and also Bollywood movies. Findings from his study point that the surnames in 

Bollywood movies is predominantly of upper caste. Thus, we could argue that upper caste 

surnames have been normalized among the audiences of Bollywood cinema. The same goes 

for the Bollywood movies which are popular in Taiwan. From my analysis of textbook I 

found that detailed attention has not been given to these aspects. The participants shared 

curiosity about caste system. For them it was unbelievable that a system of occupational 

division determined by birth could exist for so many years. 

Understanding on caste: The case of Taiwanese schools textbooks 

Jason, a 24 year old male participant doing Masters initiated discussion on caste: 

“…other than that, my knowledge about India is that you have caste system and it can’t 

change.’’(Jason) Afterwards the other members of group shared their opinion on the same. 

Interestingly, everyone had something or other to say on caste. From the view it was 

obvious that they have had good understanding of caste. 

The understating of the FGD members was enough to arouse my interest about source 

of the same. Caste being a specifically Indian phenomenon I least expected such an 

understanding. Rarely have Hollywood or Bollywood movies have engaged with question of 

caste. Caste question largely remains absent from mainstream media. Thus, it was 

imperative that I enquired with the participant for sources of this image/information. They 
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told that they have been learning about caste in the schools, the school textbooks. It is 

imperative that a critical appraisal of Taiwanese school textbooks be done. (See, Appendix 6 

for details) 

Discussion was found on caste in a second year junior high school textbook on Society 

(refer to figure 6 and figure 7). It was under the chapter on South Asia, the topic was 

population and social issues. In the figure 6 representation of caste system as hierarchical 

society is shown through a pyramid like figure. In figure 7 references is made to a 

Bollywood movie Devdas. In the description accompanying the poster of movie it is 

mentioned that the “Devdas is an Indian film. It’s about wealth inequality and the gap in 

caste system in India.” 

 

Figure 6  The caste system (Source: Second year junior high school ‘society’ textbook, 

vol.4.Edited by Nan I Book Enterprise Co., Ltd, 2014, p.75) 

 

Figure 7  Devdas is an Indian film. It’s about wealth inequality and the gap in the caste 

system in India.( Source: Second year junior high school ‘society’ textbook, 

vol.4.Edited by Nan I Book Enterprise Co., Ltd. 2014. p.75) 
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In a third year junior high school textbook on society at attempt at a thorough 

engagement with questions of caste is done, under the chapter ‘India ancient civilisation’, 

and under separate topic ‘Aryan and caste system’. The text accompanying the image 

describes the genesis of caste system with reference to writings from Brahminic scriptures: 

“According to the Brahmanic scriptures, the Brahman divided the mouth, arm, legs and feet 

of the giant “Perusha” (the first human being) as four classes in the society. The classes 

can’t be changed, as the mouth, arms, legs and feet can’t be inverted.”(Figure 8) 

 

Figure 8  The caste system from Brahminic scriptures. “Perusha”(Source: Third year junior 

high school ‘society’ textbook, vol.5.Edited by Nan I Book Enterprise Co., Ltd, 

2013, p.89) 

 

The school textbooks have been successful in imparting education about caste. 

However, the understanding which is being imparted is book view of caste. It is generally 

assumed that caste doesn’t exist in urban spaces. The recent development in caste study 

emphasise on experience, taking inspiration from debates on experience generated by black 

and feminist writing. 
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Religion: Bollywood vis-à-vis personal experience 

The participants in the pilot FGD and the one with those who have never been to India, 

pointed that India has a number of religion. Some associated India with Buddhism. They 

told that they got to know these things through movies, magazines and school textbooks. 

Similarly, in this FGD members think that India maintains distinct cultural heritage of its 

own. They told that western culture has not been able to much influence India. Many Indian 

hasn’t much influenced from western cultures. Further, they also observe that religion is 

central to Indian culture. They believe that religion is “very important to aspects of Indian 

way of life”, and find that Indians are “kind people and pious disciple. 

Sam, a male participant expressed his views that he had image of India through 

Slumdog Millionaire movie, media, school textbook, and geography magazine. These 

sources helped him form image about India. Most of the image which were formed through 

these sources got reaffirmed after his travel to India. Before visit he thought that India is 

multicultural, having Sakyamuni Buddha, the image of Gandhi was prominently imposed on 

his mind. Through his travel he got to see the “multicultural society and different sub-local 

cultures”. He found Indian history and philosophy to be profound. Further, he got to see the 

sacredness which is attached to river Ganges. 

Given the fact that religious site and some of the holy cities are big tourist destination 

we should not be surprised by the results. For example, places like Varanasi, Hardiwar, 

Mahabaleshwar, Hampi and such other places have old and big temples which are a major 

tourist destination. It is witnessed that the Tourism Department also publicizes the religious 

cities and sites. Thus, the advertisement of tourist department manages to attract tourists to 
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these places specially Varanasi. This is why we don’t find much difference between the 

image formed through Bollywood, media and those formed through personal experience. 

Apart from Bollywood and tourism adverts, textbooks also play their role. For example, 

following two images are from second year junior high school textbook (see figure 9 to 

figure 14). The description in the book indicates towards the religions and cultures of India. 

 

Figure 9 The Ganges River is India’s holy river.(Source: Second year junior high school 

‘society’ textbook, vol.4.Edited by Han Lin Publishing Co., Ltd, 2012, p.77) 

 

Figure 10  The Taj Mahal. (Source: Second year junior high school ‘society’ textbook, 

vol.4.Edited by Han Lin Publishing Co., Ltd, 2012, p.77) 
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Figure 11  A worshiper is prostrating. (Source: Third year junior high school ‘society’ 

textbook, vol.5. Edited by Nan I Book Enterprise Co., Ltd, 2013, p.90) 

 

Figure 12  The Mahabodhi Temple.(Source: Third year junior high school ‘society’ 

textbook,vol.5.Edited by Han Lin Publishing Co., Ltd, 2016, p.101) 
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Figure 13 The facade of the Hindu temple. (Source: Third year junior high school ‘society’ 

textbook, vol.5.Edited by Han Lin Publishing Co., Ltd, 2016, p.101) 

 

Figure 14  Buddha statue in India. (Source: Second year senior high school ‘history’ 

textbook, vol.3. Edited by Han Lin Publishing Co., Ltd, 2009, p.71) 
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My personal opinion 

During the initial phase of this research, I was of the opinion that my Taiwanese friends 

and acquaintances had not read any books about India. My view was based on my enquiry 

with them; they responded negatively and said that they have not read any books about India. 

But now that I have gone through Taiwan’s junior/senior high school textbooks, I realize 

that they were modest or they did not consider the knowledge which they got from their 

school textbooks sufficient to answer in affirmation. 

Apart from the above, another point I have to make here is in regard to caste. It was 

observed that no one in FGDs with those who have already travelled to India discussed the 

caste system. The probable reason could be this: almost all of my participants travelled to 

urban areas, and in urban areas and cities the caste is not obvious, especially to those who 

are not aware about how surnames designate caste identity. Apart from the above reason, 

another is caste in modern city spaces functions in subtle ways. Generally people do not 

discuss it if they do not know another person’s caste, as it is a sensitive and touchy issue. 
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5. Conclusion 

This chapter presents a conclusion on the major findings of the thesis. The purpose of 

the thesis was to capture a range of images Taiwanese have of India and to investigate what 

are the sources of those images. In order to find out what are the India’s images among 

Taiwanese students, three focus groups were created for this purpose. 

During the course of this study, various images of India came up. They relate to – food, 

people, gender relations, health, hygiene, security, tradition, religion and the caste system. Some 

of the images about the above aspects were positive, but mostly they were negative. This study in 

its attempt at exploring the images and perceptions which Taiwanese have of India has been 

largely successful. During the course of this study, particularly in FGDs, effort has been 

made to also trace the sources of the range of these images. This study finds that Taiwanese 

school textbooks and movies (Bollywood and, in some instances, Hollywood movies as well) 

are major sources for the majority of the participants. Subsequently, the sources of these 

images were further explored and critically examined. Further, this study tried to look at the 

ways in which the personal experiences of Taiwanese have impacted their pre-existing 

images. For this a separate FGD was conducted with those have been to India. Thus, this 

study has been able to look at how a personal visit has been an influential factor, and if the 

personal visits have in any way solidified or subverted the pre-existing images for these 

participants, who have been to India. 
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This study reached some of the following findings: 

1. The images about India are not much different between those who have been to 

India and those who have never been to India, as very little change in images was 

observed for those who have been to India. 

2. For the participants of this study, the major sources of images are movies 

(Bollywood and Hollywood) and school textbooks. Among the movies, Slumdog 

Millionaire and 3 Idiots have been a major influence. It was observed that the 

participants made reference to these movies. For example, the image that Indians 

are good at mathematics and smart comes from movies like 3 Idiots. The image 

about slums and the Taj Mahal has been majorly influenced by school textbooks. 

Another major influence has been Slumdog Millionaire in school textbooks. This 

study during its course of research and interaction with participants finds that the 

images of India, which have been portrayed in school textbooks are of – wealth 

inequality, slums, advanced technology, the caste system, rich heritage and culture, 

and a religious country. 

3. When it comes to food we find that there are different images for those who have 

been to India and for those who have never been to India. Indian restaurants in 

Taiwan have influenced images for those have not been to India. Through their 

experience at these restaurants they find that Indian foods are spicy and mostly 

about curry, though, they have scepticism about authenticity of these foods. Those 

who had been to India said that they find that there is diversity in food, and Indian 
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food is not only about spices and curry. They also shared taboos surrounding 

certain non-vegetarian foods, especially pork and beef. 

4. We further find that the location of participants does play an important role. For 

example, gender has been crucial. Female participants shared concerns about safety. 

Most of the participants felt that rape and sexual harassment is a major problem in 

India. The women who have been to India feel that there are issues with gender 

relations and it is not safe for women to go outside during night. 

What has been surprising is the image about India in regard to yoga did not come up, 

except for the pilot FGD. I found that even those participants who do yoga did not share 

opinions about yoga being from India. This is surprising, because the Indian government has 

been aggressively advertising it in India and as well as in foreign countries. Non-

governmental sources, for example, movies and fitness experts have also been propagating it. 

The possible reason for this could be that yoga perhaps has been normalised among 

Taiwanese. The other reason could be that it came to Taiwan, not through India, but when it 

became popularized in western countries, it then became popular in Taiwan. The version of 

yoga which came to Taiwan is perhaps modern and westernised thus making it difficult to 

identify with India. 

Apart from yoga, it is found that participants had nothing to say about sports, such as 

cricket and chess. In spite of the fact that sports, such as baseball, are quite popular in 

Taiwan, and is similar to cricket, which has cult following in India, cricket was not 

mentioned. Participants carried opinion and had good information about the cultural aspect, 

but the same has not been with other aspects. Here it could be put forth that the cultural 
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elements dominates when it comes to country image. Somehow uniqueness about a country 

and its image is confined and relegated to culture only. 

The research has been somewhat successful in tracing sources of images. Also, it has 

been successful in exploring two of the major sources and one other source, i.e. Bollywood 

Taiwanese school textbooks and Hollywood. This study comes to the conclusion that media 

does influence the shaping of India’s image. It is found that the participants’ images were 

dictated by their preconceived notions about photography, i.e. photographs are factual and 

objective. The interconnectedness of the times we live in, where time and space have 

compressed, makes us available to the opportunity to confront these images (Morley, 2000; 

Wang, 2007). In the interconnected world in which we live, it becomes really challenging to 

represent a “true” and “authentic” image (Orgad, 2012). Neither is it possible to capture and 

represent all aspects of a country or society. The complexities cannot be located and 

represented sufficiently. Hence, it is imperative that a serious note of the constructivist 

approach be taken. For example, the constructivist argument that representations cannot be 

real depiction and are mere constructions. Representation produces meaning by selective 

depiction of some elements of reality. Similar is Hall’s (1973) argument. He writes that, “we 

give things meaning by how we represent them” (Hall, 1973, p.3). 

This study, however, could not sufficiently address concerns related to globalization, 

particularly cross-cultural interaction and exchange. It has been sufficiently looked at in the 

literature, but during the fieldwork and subsequent data analysis similar attention was not 

given. 
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5.1 Reflection 

During the course of my study, what I could gather is that short-term travelling and 

mediated experiences does not dramatically change an image of a country. It is because 

intensive impartation of knowledge through school textbooks at a formative age has a long 

lasting impression, and thus it takes time to overcome and re-construct those images, which 

had been shaped at an early age. The situation gets further complicated in those scenarios, 

where the images get reinforced through the media and personal experiences also. 

Further, I observed that many did not mention anything about cricket. This observation 

made me very curious, because cricket is something which is ubiquitous in India and Indians 

are very passionate about their team and the sport. The reason which comes to mind is that 

we generally see other cultures through our predispositions. Thus, we see only those things 

which interest us. In the case of sports, it is much more so: rarely do we experiment with 

new sports. Sports also are very much influenced by local climatic conditions. 

During research, the focus almost always remains on the subjects of the research. The 

preoccupation most of the time remains with the research questions and objective. In due 

course the researcher is rendered insignificant in influencing the course of research, whether 

it is theory driven work or field driven work. Here, however, I would try to draw attention to 

researcher. During the course of research, it was observed that the researcher could and does 

influence the research. Although it may not be possible to maintain a complete distance, but 

it is important to be open about the possibility of influencing the research. 

For example, in the case of this research, it is important to talk about the identity of the 

researcher, apart from those of the participants of the research. My identity as an Indian, 
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student, and limitation with language, has been an influence. The research questions and 

objective were motivated by my experience and identity about which I have shared in the 

introductory section. This, however, is not meant to indicate and argue for objectivity. The 

intention rather is to be open about the subjectivity of the researcher. 

5.2 Limitation  

The intention of research was to capture a range of images Taiwanese have of India. 

Due to my limitation with the Chinese language, I have been interacting with only those 

who have some knowhow of English. Also, participants were mostly students. The other 

limitation is that the participants are from urban areas only. The FGDs and the fieldwork 

happened in Taipei only. I have accessed only those who were are available here. Thus, the 

images which are explored in this study are those carried by English speaking students from 

urban areas. Hence it could be put forth here that this study cannot be taken as representative 

of the Taiwanese population. 

5.3 Contribution 

The contribution of this research could be in terms of the help it could be to those 

interested in a related area. Apart from an academic and research contribution, there could 

be other practical and immediate uses. It will be of help in critically looking at the 

representational practices, whether of movies or textbooks. Critical reflections over the 

representational practices make us aware of the nuances which need to be taken note of. 

This could be of help in clearing confusion which individuals and community may have 

about unfamiliar people, land, and culture. 
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It is important that, for cross-country and cross-cultural relations, positive aspects of the 

culture/society/country should also be focused on. This is not to say that there should be 

silence around social issues, for example, in this case, it should not mean that silence be 

maintained on issues related to gender, poverty, caste etc. Instead, informed discussion 

needs to be encouraged. 

5.4 Future course of further research 

This research could be of help to those interested in similar research. It introduces 

future researchers to some of the theoretical debates on image and representation. Further, it 

makes available interesting themes for further research. For example, it would be very 

interesting to follow sources of images – the school textbooks here in Taiwan, movies. 

When it comes to movies, it would be interesting to see what kinds of Bollywood movies 

are released and popular in Taiwan. Specific attention needs to be given to the images these 

movies try to portray. 

I also would like to draw attention to the significance of both qualitative and 

quantitative research. A detailed qualitative research gives in-depth insight. The same 

cannot be said of quantitative research. When it comes to qualitative research, it becomes 

difficult to generalize the findings, as they are not representative of the population. For 

example, in the case of this research, we can say that the results cannot be generalized for 

Taiwanese, as the participants of the research were urban English speaking students residing 

in Taipei. With the quantitative method, the possibility of in-depth enquiry is very narrow. 

The results of quantitative research can be generalized, as care is taken to make the sample 

representative. 
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Hence, in the case of this research, it would be good if a follow-up is done with 

quantitative research. For example, the quantitative research will help us know, for 

Taiwanese what the major sources of image about India are. Further, breakdown of data 

along various other axes will be possible, such as along age, region, urban-rural etc. It is 

possible that quantitative and qualitative methods complement each other with their 

respective advantages and findings. 

I am of the opinion that this study will be of help to someone interested in similar 

cross-cultural studies. For example, those from Indonesia or Malaysia, which are as equally 

diverse as India, could undertake a similar study. This research will make future researchers 

aware of the themes and trajectory of research, which could be further explored, and most 

importantly, its challenges and limitations. For example, someone could focus only on 

textbooks and do an in-depth study.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Background information on focus group members 

(Names of the participants have been changed on request of participants for anonymity and 

pseudo names are used here.) 

  

Members  Background  

Group 1: Pilot Focus Group 

Place: International Students lounge, IMBA building, National Chengchi University, 

Taipei 

Jason 25, male, master degree student of IMICS, Communication 

department of National Chengchi University, hometown Pingtong, 

Taiwan. 

Elly 25, female master degree student of IMICS, Communication 

department of National Chengchi University, hometown 

Nantou,Taiwan 

Tom 23, male, third year undergraduate student of Diplomacy department, 

hometown Kaohsiung, Taiwan. 

Andrea 22, female, third year undergraduate student of Commerce department 

of National Chengchi University, hometown Taichung, Taiwan 

Mandy 26, female, have visited India earlier, Master degree student of IMICS, 

Communication department of National Chengchi University, 

hometown Taichung. 
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Eric 24, male, master degree student of diplomacy department of National 

Chengchi University, hometown Taoyun, Taiwan; 

Joyce 25, female, have been to India, master degree student of IMICS, 

Communication department of National Chengchi University, 

hometown Kaohsiung 

Group 2: FGD who have been to India 

Place: Taj India restaurant, Zhongxiao Fuxing, Taipei. 

Amy  22,Female, undergraduate student of language department of National 

Chengchi University (NCCU), hometown Taipei, Taiwan, she has 

traveled to Southern, Northern and Eastern part of India and been to 

India three times. First time she went there for leisure travelling, then 

accompanied Taiwan high school students travelling to India and third 

time as a volunteer to teach underprivileged children in old Hyderabad 

city, had stayed in India more than three months in total of her three 

visits. Stayed in Mother House (Mother Teresa) in Kolkata also for a 

week. 

Gloria 25, female, Master student of NCCU, hometown Tainan, travelled to 

India for volunteering and holiday and have been to Southern and 

western India, was there to work as volunteer for a NGO,stayed in 

India one month. 

Mark 24, male, graduate student of Taipei Tech University, hometown 

Zhiyai, Taiwan, have been to India as exchange students, stayed in IIT, 

Kanpur campus for three months and travelled around one month 
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including two weeks in Osho’s Ashram in Pune and holidaying in 

Goa. 

Sam 22, male, undergraduate student of NCCU, travelled India as 

backpacker with his one of his friend, he was there for three weeks, 

Visited Bangalore, Chennai, Mumbai, Delhi, Agra, Jaipur, Varanasi. 

Group 3: Never been to India 

Place:Khana Khazana Restaurant, Xinyi district.Taipei. 

Bella 23, female, final year undergraduate student of law department of 

NCCU, hometown Yilan. 

Bruce 23, male, fourth year undergraduate student of History department of 

NCCU, hometown Mioli, Never eaten Indian foods before but have 

watched “3 idiot” movie. Graduated from Taichung first senior high 

school. 

Michael 24, male, master student of Political science department of NCCU, 

hometown Pingtong. Never eaten Indian foods before but have 

watched “3 idiot” movie. 

Graduated from Taichung first senior high school. 

Selina 24, female, master student of Diplomacy department of NCCU, 

hometown Taipei 
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Appendix 2: Focus Group Questions 

(A)Background information questionnaire  

1. Could you indicate your age? 

2. Could you indicate your gender? 

(a) Male   (b) Female 

3. Could you state your nationality? 

Taiwanese to make it sure American born Taiwanese and British born Taiwanese are not 

included. 

4. Could you indicate at which academic level you are currently studying? 

(B)Basic questions about India and its Image. 

1. What comes to mind when you imagine about India? (What comes to your mind when 

India is mentioned?) (When you think about India, what is the first thing that comes to 

mind?) 

2. What do you like best about India? 

3. What are India’s biggest (social) problems? 

4. If you had to describe India in three words, which three words would that be? 

5. What are the sources of your information? 
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(C) Questions about Bollywood movie, i.e. ‘The Lunchbox’ and India’s image. 

1. Could you please share your initial reflections about the ‘The Lunchbox’ movie and India? 

2. What kind of the images of India do you got from this movie i.e. ‘The Lunchbox’? 

3. To what extent do you think this Bollywood movie i.e. ‘The Lunchbox’ has shown the 

real and surreal images of India? 

(D) Questions related to daily practices, cultures, interaction and mediated interactions. 

1. Could you please elaborate on your familiarity with India as a country and its culture? 

2. How are/were your past-present experiences with Indian culture and its people? 

3. Would you like to share some of your past-present experiences with Indian cultures, 

customs food and accessories and how it influenced you in forming India’s image? 

4. If you had to describe India in three words, which three words would that be? (Repeated 

from section A)  

5.  How do you know about India? (From friends, media, books, word of mouth or personal 

visit etc.). 
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Appendix 3: Public screening of movie “The Lunchbox” in Taipei Public  Library. 
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Appendix 4: Henna/Mehndi and Forehead markings: Bindi and Tilak 

Henna/ Mehndi 

   

   

Forehead markings : Bindi / Tilak 
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Appendix 5: India in three Words: Tag cloud (source: own creation, 2017) 

(A) India in three words 

 

(B) Three famous Indian products 
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(C)  Indian in three words 

 

(D) Three famous Indian 
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Appendix 6: Articles from textbooks in Taiwanese high schools 

(Translated into English) 

-  

Second year junior high school ‘society’ textbook, vol.(4) 77-79.Edited by Han Lin 

Publishing Co., Ltd (2012) 

book: 翰林國中社

會(二下)，民國

101 年 9 月初版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 77 

topic: population 

and society issues 

 

恆河為印度的聖河，也是人口密集

區，對印度人而言，到恆河沐浴淨

身是神聖的儀式。 

The Ganges river is India’s holy 

river, and it is also a densely 

populated area. For Hindus, bathing 

in Ganga is a holy ritual.  

 

book: 翰林國中社

會(二下)，民國

101 年 9 月初版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 77 

topic: religion and 

ethnic group 

 

泰姬瑪哈陵，為印度蒙兀兒王朝國

王沙加汗的王妃泰姬瑪哈的陵墓。

阿拉伯風格的建築，見證了印度受

伊斯蘭教文化洗禮。 

The Taj Mahal, was built by the 

Mughal emperor Shah Jahan for his 

wife Mumtaz Mahal. Its Arab 

architectural style reflects the 

influence of Islamic culture in India 

 

book: 翰林國中社

會(二下)，民國

101 年 9 月初版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 79 

topic: new industry 

 

印度邦加羅爾微軟分公司，邦加羅

爾為印度的科技重鎮，許多跨國企

業將研發中心設於此。 

A Microsoft branch in Bangalore. 

Bangalore is India’s technology 

center. Many multi-national 

companies are located here. 
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book: 翰林國中社

會(二下)，民國

101 年 9 月初版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 79 

topic: environment 

issue  
 

印度的貧民窟，由於印度人口多，

並大量湧入城市，使得大城市住

宅、供水不足，貧民窟隨處可見。 

 

A slum in India. Due to the large 

population and emigration to the 

cities, big cities suffer from 

insufficient housing and water 

supply. Thus, slums are everywhere.  

 

Second year junior high school ‘society’ textbook, vol.(4).74-77.Edited by Nan I Book 

Enterprise Co., Ltd (2014) 

book: 南一國中社

會(二下)民國 103

年 2 月 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 74 

topic: population 

and social issues 

 

印度最大都市孟買，有超過六百萬

人在貧民窟中生活。圖為一個孩子

正帶著容器提用每日用水。 

Mumbai is the largest city in India. 

There are more than 6 million people 

living in slums. The figure shows a 

child carrying a pail for water. 

book: 南一國中社

會(二下)民國 103

年 2 月 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 74 

topic: population 

and social issues 

 

南亞各國死亡率高，其中，嬰幼兒

死亡率更高，為解決此問題，印度

政府提撥預算，希望該善醫療品

質。 

There is a high mortality rate in 

South Asia. The infant and children 

mortality rate is especially high. To 

solve this problem, the Indian 

government increased its budget to 

improve the quality of healthcare. 
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book: 南一國中社

會(二下)民國 103

年 2 月 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 75 

topic: population 

and social issues 
 

種姓制度階級示意圖 

The caste system 

 

book: 南一國中社

會(二下)民國 103

年 2 月 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 75 

topic: population 

and social issues 
 

寶萊塢生死戀/印度電影，內容反

應印度貧富差距、種姓制度的階級

鴻溝等問題。 

Devdas is an India film. It’s about 

wealth inequality and the gap in the 

caste system in India. 

 

book: 南一國中社

會(二下)民國 103

年 2 月 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 77 

topic: environment 

issues   

恆河有「印度之母」之稱，印度人

視其為「聖河」。近年來受沿岸工

業，都市發展影響，恆河水質嚴重

惡化。 

The Ganges river is the “Mother of 

India” and it is a holy river for Hindu 

people. However, the Ganges river is 

highly polluted due to industry and 

city development. 

book: 南一國中社

會(二下)民國 103

年 2 月 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 77 

topic: environment 

issues 
 

孟買是印度商業中心，就業機會

多，吸引印度各地移民，但發展空

間嚴重不足，部分居民只能住在簡

陋的貧民窟。 

Mumbai is the commercial centre of 

India. It offers more job 

opportunities, and attracts migrants 

from all over India. However, some 

of the people can only stay in slums 

due to the housing shortage. 
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Second year junior high school ‘society’ textbook, vol.(4).77-79.Edited by KST Education 

Corp. (2015) 

book: 康軒國中社

會(二下)，民國

104 年 2 月再版 

chapter: Southeast 

Asia and South 

Asia 

page: 77 

topic: climate  

印度河中下游收到高壓籠罩及位於

夏季季風路徑末端的影響，形成乾

燥少雨的塔爾沙漠。 

Thar Desert. 

book: 康軒國中社

會(二下)，民國

104 年 2 月再版 

chapter: Southeast 

Asia and South 

Asia 

page: 78 

topic: industry  

孟買因接近棉花產地，且為印度主

要港口，故成為棉紡織工業中心。 

Mumbai is nearby cotton fields and a 

major port, so Mumbai is the textile 

industrial center of India. 

book: 康軒國中社

會(二下)，民國

104 年 2 月再版 

chapter: Southeast 

Asia and South 

Asia 

page: 78 

topic: industry 

 

班加羅爾是印度的高科技中心，有

「印度矽谷」之稱。圖為某科技公

司工程師正在測試半導體。 

Bangalore is the center of high 

technology in India. It is also called 

“India’s Silicon Valley.” 
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book: 康軒國中社

會(二下)，民國

104 年 2 月再版 

chapter: Southeast 

Asia and South 

Asia 

page: 78 

topic: industry  

位於孟買的寶萊塢，為印度最大的

電影製片中心。 

Bollywood is located in Mumbai. It 

is the movie producing center of 

India. 

book: 康軒國中社

會(二下)，民國

104 年 2 月再版 

chapter: Southeast 

Asia and South 

Asia 

page: 79 

topic: population 

and social issues 

 

南亞人口眾多，貧富差距大，孟買

的高樓大廈與貧民窟成明顯的對

比。 

Due to a huge population and wealth 

inequality, slums parallel skyscrapers 

and create a huge contrast in 

Mumbai. 

 

Third year junior high school ‘society’ textbook, vol.(5).89-90.Edited by Nan I Book 

Enterprise Co., Ltd (2013) 

book: 南一國中社

會(三上)，民國

102 年 8 月初版 

chapter: India 

ancient civilization 

page: 89 

topic: Aryan and 

caste system 

 

根據婆羅門教經典，婆羅門神將原

初巨人普魯沙的口、手、腿、腳畫

分為社會中的四個階級，階級不能

變動，正如口、手、腿、腳不能倒

置。 

According to the Brahmanic 

scriptures, the Brahman divided the 

mouth, arms, legs and feet of the 

giant “Perusha" (the first human 

being) as four classes in the society. 

The classes can’t be changed, as the 

mouth, arms, legs and feet can’t be 

inverted. 
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book: 南一國中社

會(三上)，民國

102 年 8 月初版 

chapter: India 

ancient civilization 

page: 90 

topic: Buddihism 

and Hinduism 

religions 

 

今日印度境內的印度教祭典中，向

祭司膜拜跪倒的信徒。 

A worshiper prostrating before the 

priests in an Indian ritual 

contemporarily. 

 

Third year junior high school ‘society’ textbook, vol.(5) 100-101.Edited by Han Lin 

Publishing Co., Ltd (2016) 

book:翰林國中社

會(三上)民國 105

年 4 月 

chapter: ancient 

civilization 

page: 100 

topic: 印度古文明

ancient India 

civilization 

 

濕婆雕像/ 濕婆是婆羅門教主要神

祇之一。 

Shiva is one of the important gods of 

Brahmanism. 

book: 翰林國中社

會(三上)民國 105

年 4 月 

chapter: ancient 

civilization 

page: 100 

topic: ancient India 

civilization  

種姓制度示意圖 

Indian caste system 
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book: 翰林國中社

會(三上)民國 105

年 4 月 

chapter: ancient 

civilization 

page: 101 

topic: ancient India 

civilization 

 

大菩提寺/ 大菩提寺位於菩提迦

耶，菩提迦耶相傳為釋迦牟尼得道

處，為佛教聖地。 

The Mahabodhi Temple is located at 

Bodh Gaya. It is where Sakyamuni 

awakened. Bodh Gaya is the holy 

land of Buddhism. 

book: 翰林國中社

會(三上)民國 105

年 4 月 

chapter: ancient 

civilization 

page: 101 

topic: ancient India 

civilization 

 

印度教寺廟/ 寺廟的外牆裝飾眾神

祇的雕像。 

Hindu temple. The façade of the 

temple is decorated by statues of 

gods. 

 

Third year junior high school ‘society’ textbook, vol.(6) 83-101,Edited by Han Lin 

Publishing Co., Ltd (2015) 

book: 翰林國中社

會(三下)，民國

104 年 10 月再版 

chapter: interwar 

period and the  

Second World 

War. 

page:83 

topic: the 

nationalism 

resurgence in Asia 

 

 

甘地像/ 印度人敬仰甘地的犧牲精

神，尊他為「聖雄」。 

Indians adore Gandhi's sacrificing 

spirit; they respect him as 

"Mahatma". 
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book: 翰林國中社

會(三下)，民國

104 年 10 月再版 

chapter: interwar 

period and the 

Second World War 

page:101 

topic: the 

nationalism 

resurgence in Asia 
 

親愛的同胞們，希望你們願意追隨

我，讓我們一起不穿英國製造的衣

服、不上英國人所辦的小學、不去

英國人個工廠工作，就讓我們靠我

們自己吧! 

Dear compatriots, I hope you will 

follow me, let us not wear British-

made clothes; not attend British run 

primary school, not go to the British 

factory to work. Let us rely on over 

selves. 

 

Third year junior high school ‘society’ textbook, vol.(6).66-68.Edited by Nan I Book 

Enterprise Co., Ltd (2014) 

book: 南一國中社

會(三下)民國 103

年 2 月 

chapter: the World 

War  

page: 66 

topic: non-co-

operation in India  

 

 

甘地在紡車前工作，甘地倡導的不

合作運動，拒絕購買英國商品、不

穿英式服裝等，因此他身上穿的衣

服都是自己紡織而成。許多印度人

尊稱他為「聖雄」。 

Gandhi worked at the spinning 

wheel, Gandhi advocated the non-

cooperation movement, refused to 

buy British goods, and did not wear 

British-style clothing, so he wore 

clothes made by himself. Many 

Indians call him "Mahatma." 

book: 南一國中社

會(三下)民國 103

年 2 月 

chapter: the World 

War  

page: 68 

topic: non-co-

operation in India 

 

1931 年印度國大黨的旗幟(紡車圖

案)。 

1931 Banner of the Indian 

National Congress (the spinning 

wheel pattern). 
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book: 南一國中社

會(三下)民國 103

年 2 月 

chapter: the World 

War  

page: 68 

topic: non-co-

operation in India 

 

這位青年律師應該是誰? 

Who is the young lawyer? 

 

 

Third year junior high school ‘society’ textbook, vol.(6).73.Edited by KST Education 

Corp. (2014) 

book:康軒國中社

會(三下)民國 103

年 2 月 

chapter: interwar 

period and the 

Second World War 

page:73 

topic: the 

nationalism 

resurgence in Asia 

 

甘地(1869-1948)紡紗。一次大戰

後，甘地領導印度獨立運動，他提

倡非暴力的「不合作運動」，刺激

了世界各地許多民族運動。 

Gandhi (1869-1948) Spinning. After 

World War I, Gandhi led the Indian 

Independence Movement. He 

advocated a non-violent "non-

cooperation" movement that inspired 

many national movements in the 

world. 

Second year senior high school ‘history’ textbook, vol.(3) 71-77.Edited by Han Lin 

Publishing Co., Ltd (2009) 

book: 翰林高中歷

史(第三冊) 中華

民國 98 年 8 月三

版 

chapter: East Asia 

religion and 

society 

page: 71 

topic: Buddhism 

founded  

 

佛陀雕像，位於印度一窣堵波(即

「塔」之意)上。 

Buddha statue. It is located at a stupa 

(“tower”) in India. 
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book: 翰林高中歷

史(第三冊) 中華

民國 98 年 8 月三

版 

chapter: East Asia 

religion and 

society 

page: 71 

topic: Buddhism 

founded 

 

鹿野苑僧迦遺址 

Buddhist monument in Sarnath. 

book: 翰林高中歷

史(第三冊) 中華

民國 98 年 8 月三

版 

chapter: East Asia 

religion and 

society 

page: 72 

topic: Buddhism 

founded 

 

印度的阿旃陀石窟第 26 號裡，有

巨大的佛陀涅槃石刻像。 

A huge Buddha nirvana statue at the 

Ajanta Caves (no.26) in India. 

book: 翰林高中歷

史(第三冊) 中華

民國 98 年 8 月三

版 

chapter: East Asia 

religion and 

society 

page: 72 

topic: Buddhism 

founded  

鹿野苑遺址內的佛舍利塔。 

Stupa of Buddhist monument in 

Sarnath. 
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book: 翰林高中歷

史(第三冊) 中華

民國 98 年 8 月三

版 

chapter: East Asia 

religion and 

society 

page: 75 

topic: Buddhism 

founded 
 

那爛陀寺 

Nalanda Temple. 

book: 翰林高中歷

史(第三冊) 中華

民國 98 年 8 月三

版 

chapter: East Asia 

religion and 

society 

page: 77 

topic: Buddhism 

founded 

 

上圖為梵文字樣，下圖為巴利文字

樣。 

Sanskrit (upper line) and Pali (lower 

line) languages. 

 

Second year senior high school ‘history’ textbook, vol.(3) 130-175.Edited by KangSi 

Cultural Co., Ltd (2016) 

book: 康熹高中歷

史(第三冊) 中華

民國 105 年 5 月

三版 

chapter: Rising of 

Asia and Africa 

civilization  

page: 130 

topic: caste and 

Brahmanism 

 

婆羅門、剎帝利、吠舍、首陀羅。 

The caste system in India:  

Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaishya, Sudra. 
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book: 康熹高中歷

史(第三冊) 中華

民國 105 年 5 月

三版 

chapter: Rising of 

Asia and Africa 

civilization 

page: 131 

topic: caste and 

Brahmanism 
 

婆羅門教三大主神 

樊天像/ 形象是四張臉與四隻手

臂，或坐或立於蓮花座上，象徵創

造之神。 

The three main gods in Brahmanism. 

Brahma: he has four faces and four 

arms. He sits or stands on a lotus. 

Brahma is the god of creation. 

book: 康熹高中歷

史(第三冊) 中華

民國 105 年 5 月

三版 

chapter: Rising of 

Asia and Africa 

civilization 

page: 131 

topic: caste and 

Brahmanism 

 

毗溼奴像/ 毗溼奴的特色是他有四

隻手，分別持握著轉輪、杵、花與

海螺等神器。象徵著世界保護之

神。 

Vishnu: he has four arms and each of 

the arms holds a lotus, a mace, a 

conch and a discus. He is the 

protector of the world.  

book: 康熹高中歷

史(第三冊) 中華

民國 105 年 5 月

三版 

chapter: Rising of 

Asia and Africa 

civilization 

page: 131 

topic:caste and 

Brahmanism  

溼婆像/溼婆手持三叉戟，有公牛

座騎，是毀滅也是再生之神。 

Shiva: he holds a trishula with a bull 

as his mount. He is the supreme 

being who creates, destroys and 

transforms the universe. 
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book: 康熹高中歷

史(第三冊) 中華

民國 105 年 5 月

三版 

chapter: Rising of 

Asia and Africa 

civilization 

page: 132 

topic: caste and 

Brahmanism 

 

羅摩衍那故事插畫/ 描繪羅摩王子

與結盟的猴子，共同消滅魔王救回

羅摩王子妻子悉多的景象。 

Ramayana is an ancient Indian Epic 

poem. It depicts the monkey army 

that helped Rama to save his wife, 

Sita. 

book: 康熹高中歷

史(第三冊) 中華

民國 105 年 5 月

三版 

chapter: the 

development of 

Europe and Asia 

civilization  

page: 172 

topic: Ancient 

Indian Religious 

 

生死輪迴圖/根據佛教教義，人的

欲求(雞)、仇恨(蛇)、妄想(豬)循環

不息，引致痛苦的產生。 

Samsara in Buddhism is the suffering 

cycle of desire (cock), hate (snake) 

and vain thinking (pig) without 

beginning or end. 

book: 康熹高中歷

史(第三冊) 中華

民國 105 年 5 月

三版 

chapter: the 

development of 

Europe and Asia 

civilization  

page: 173 

topic: Ancient 

Indian Religious 

 

阿育王石柱/ 阿育王為紀念與標誌

佛陀初轉法輪之地而立，石柱上有

「為真理必勝」的字樣。石柱頂短

的獅子石刻即是現金印度國徽的圖

案。 

Lion Capital of Ashoka. Ashoka built 

the pillar of the wheel and lions to 

commemorate the first sermon of 

Buddha. There is the sentence "Truth 

alone triumphs" on the pillar. This 

pillar is also the National emblem of 

India. 
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book: 康熹高中歷

史(第三冊) 中華

民國 105 年 5 月

三版 

chapter: the 

development of 

Europe and Asia 

civilization  

page: 175 

topic: Indian 

Religious 

 

印度大壺節/ 印度教視恆河為聖

河，在恆河沐浴、清洗舊日罪孽，

是印度教徒一生中最神聖的時刻。 

Kumbh Mela is a Hindu pilgrimage 

of faith. Bathing in the holy Ganges 

river is the holiest moment in the life 

of Hindus. 

book: 康熹高中歷

史(第三冊) 中華

民國 105 年 5 月

三版 

chapter: the 

development of 

Europe and Asia 

civilization  

page: 175 

topic: Muslim 

dynasty  

 

賈瑪清真寺/ 位於印度德里，是印

度最大的清真寺。 

Jama Mosque is located in Delhi. It is 

the largest mosque in India. 

 

Second year senior high school ‘geography’ textbook, vol.(3) 100-101.Edited by San Min 

Book Co., Ltd (2016) 

book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 208 

topic: climate and 

agriculture 

 

印度古加拉特邦的棉花田 

A cotton field in Gujarat, India. 
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book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 210 

topic: climate and 

agriculture 
 

採收黃麻，黃麻用途廣泛，可製成

袋子或粗布，甚至視窗簾，地毯

等。 

Jute Harvest. Jute can be made into 

bags or coarse cloth, even into 

curtains, carpets.  

book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 210 

topic: climate and 

agriculture 

 

印度阿薩姆邦茶園的採茶工人 

Tea plantation workers in Assam, 

India 

 

book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 211 

topic: climate and 

agriculture 

 

在瓦拉納西的恆河畔朝聖、沐浴的

虔誠信徒。 

Pilgrims bathing in the Ganges River, 

Varanasi. 

book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 212 

topic: climate and 

agriculture 

 

印度的農民在稻子收割後，以手工

打穀。During the harvest, Indian 

farmers are threshing by hand. 
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book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 214 

topic: population   

超載的印度火車。 

An overloaded Indian train. 

book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 216 

topic: 

population 

 

印度多元的民族。 

Multi-ethnic in India. 

book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 217 

topic: religion 
 

米納克希神廟，為南印度坦米爾那

杜邦典型的印度教廟宇，主廟金字

塔型的牆塔上裝飾有色彩繽紛的印

度神祇塑像。 

Meenakshi Temple is a typical Hindu 

temple in Tamil Nadu, South India. 

There are colorful Hindu gods’ 

statues on the pyramid-shaped wall 

tower. 

 

book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 217 

topic: religion 

 

耆那教的僧侶，耆那教提倡「不殺

生」，因此僧侶常以紗布掩蓋口

鼻，以免無意間殺了空氣中的生

物。 

Jain monks. Jainism advocates “not 

to kill”, so the monks often cover up 

their nose and mouth with gauze, in 

order not to kill the lives in the air 

inadvertently. 
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book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 217 

topic: religion 

 

 

錫克教徒，錫克教徒男性一律蓄

鬍、不剪髮，頭巾有固定樣式。手

戴鐵鐲，象徵不可違背的教條。 

Sikhs. Sikh men all have beards, and 

they never cut their hair. There is 

certain style of their head scarf. They 

wear iron bracelets as symbol of not 

violating the dogma.  

book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 217 

topic: religion 

 

泰姬瑪哈陵，是十七世紀蒙兀兒皇

帝，沙賈汗王為紀念愛妻所建，其

圓頂造型和對稱的布局結構充分展

現伊斯蘭教的建築風格。 

Taj Mahal was built by the Mughal 

emperor Shah Jahan in 17
th

 century 

to remember his favorite wife. The 

dome and the symmetrical structure 

display the Islamic architectural 

style. 

book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 218 

topic: religion 

 

從事清理廁所、汙水道或抬死屍等

工作的印度賤民，由於工作時沒有

防護裝備，健康常受到嚴重損害。 

Indian toilet and sewer cleaners, and 

dead body carriers are from the 

lowest caste. Their health is often 

harmed by the lack of protective 

equipment at work. 
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book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 219 

topic: religion 
 

喀什米爾首府斯利那加一帶的船

屋。 

The houseboats of Srinagar, the 

capital of Kashmir. 

book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 219 

topic: religion 
 

印度週日的報紙常有徵婚廣告專

欄。 

There are often ads on marriage in 

India’s Sunday newspapers 

book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 220 

topic: urban-rural 

gap 

 

棲居孟買街頭，以乞討維生的貧

民。 

The poor who beg for living in the 

streets of Mumbai. 

book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 220 

topic: urban-rural 

gap 

 

孟買的貧民窟對比於背景的高樓。 

Slums in Mumbai contrast the tall 

buildings. 
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book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 221 

topic: National 

development and 

technology 

 

2014 年金磚五國在巴西舉行第六

屆高峰會，由左到右依序為俄羅

斯、印度、巴西、中國和南非元

首。 

2014 the 6
th
 BRICS summit in Brazil. 

From left to right are the leaders of 

Russia, India, Brazil, China and 

South Africa. 

book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 221 

topic: science and 

technology 
 

印度科學家開心慶祝首度成功將探

測器送入火星軌道，繼美、俄和歐

洲後，印度是亞洲第一個完成火星

任務的國家。 

Indian scientists celebrate the first 

launch of a probe to the orbit of 

Mars. Following the USA, Russia 

and Europe, India is the fourth 

country that completed the challenge 

of Mars in Asia. 

book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 222 

topic: science and 

technology 

 

身穿傳統紗麗的工作人員，邦加羅

爾的 Infosys 科技公司員工，在電

腦前為訪客播放公司簡報，成現傳

統與現代的結合。 

An employee that wears the 

traditional sari. The employee of 

Infosys technology co. is waiting for 

visitors in front of the computer. This 

is a combination of the traditional 

and the modern. 

book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 222  

有「印度矽谷」之稱的邦加羅爾科

技園區。 

Bangalore Science and Technology 

Park is also called the “Silicon Valley 

of India”. 
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topic:  technology 

book: 三民高中地

理(第三冊) 民國

105 年 5 月三版 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 223 

topic: science and 

technology 

 

寶萊塢的電影海報 

A film poster for Bollywood. 

 

Second year senior high school ‘geography’ textbook, vol.(3) 85-107.Edited by Lungteng 

Cultural Co., Ltd (2016) 

book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 85 

topic: climate 

 

季風雨季時恆河水漲，城鎮的街道

被淹，人們只能涉水外出。 

The Ganges river floods in Monsoon 

season. People walk in the water. 

book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 86 

topic: climate 

 

塔爾沙漠中取水的婦女。 

Women take water in the Thar 

Desert. 
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book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 87 

topic: agriculture 
 

印度大平原上常見的灌溉水井。 

A common irrigation well on the 

plains of India. 

book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 87 

topic: agriculture 
 

旁遮普地區的澆灌園藝農業。 

Irrigation of horticultural agriculture 

in Punjab. 

book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 89 

topic: agriculture 

 

恆河下游平原上農人正忙著插秧。 

The famers are busy planting 

seedlings on the lower reaches of the 

Ganges river. 

book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 92 

topic: population 

issue 

 

印度新德里的童工。 

Children labor in New Delhi, India. 
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book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 92 

topic: population 

issue 

 

孟買的貧民窟，房子的牆壁是用黃

麻袋製成。 

Mumbai’s slums. The walls of the 

house are made of jute bags. 

book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 93 

topic: population 

issue 

 

婦孺在喜馬拉雅山區的採石場開採

石料。 

Women and children those are 

mining in the Himalayas. 

book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 96 

topic: multi-ethnic 

issue  

印度街上的多種語言的標示牌。 

Multi-lingual signage on the streets 

in India. 

book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 96 

topic: multi-ethnic 

issue 

 

印度的紙幣上印上了以 15 種官方

文字書寫的幣值。 

Indian notes are denominated in 15 

official languages. 
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book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 97 

topic: religion  

印度教僧侶為新車進行賜福禮拜。 

A Hindu monk gives a blessing to 

new car. 

book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 97 

topic: religion 

 

拉合爾市的印、巴衛兵交接儀式，

較勁意味濃厚。 

India and Pakistani guard handover 

ceremony in Lahore shows the 

rivalry between these two countries. 

book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 100 

topic: religion 

 

2014 年 9 月 24 日印度火星探測器

曼家里安號，進入火星軌道成為全

球繼美、俄、歐盟後第四個成功完

成火星任務的國家。 

24.9.2014. India’s Mars rover 

Manjeelen reaches the orbit of Mars. 

Following the USA, Russia, and the 

European Union, India is the fourth 

country that successfully completed 

this mission. 

book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 102 

topic: economic 

development 

 

印度客服人員。 

Indian customer service. 
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book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 104 

topic: economic 

development 
 

塔塔集團生產的淨水器。 

Tata Group production: water 

purifier. 

book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 104 

topic: economic 

development 

 

濟維公司推出的智慧型手機。 

Jivi Mobiles launches a smart phone. 

book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 104 

topic: culture 

creativities and 

international     

在台上映超過四個月，創下千萬票

房的寶萊塢電影—三個傻瓜。 

The Bollywood movie “3 idiots” 

screened for more than 4 months in 

Taiwan, and had 10 million viewers 

at the box office. 

book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 104 

topic: culture 

creativities   

 

Nano vehicle 
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book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 107 

topic: environment  
 

印度利用人力清理受汙染的恆河。 

Cleaning up the polluted Ganges 

river using manpower in India 

book:龍騰高中地

理(第三冊) 民國 

105 年 

chapter: South 

Asia 

page: 107 

topic: environment  
 

排放廢氣的哲雪鋪市鋼鐵廠。 

Iron and steel plant emissions in 

Jamshedpur. 

Second year senior high school ‘history’ textbook, vol.(4) 92,172.Edited by Han Lin 

Publishing Co., Ltd (2017) 

book: 翰林高中歷

史(第四冊) 民國

106 年 2 月再版 

chapter: 

Imperialism   

page:92 

Topic: the 

imperialist 

countries annexed 

Asia. 

 

1857 年印度傭兵大反抗。英國對

傭兵執行高壓統治，並宣布廢除種

姓制度，激起傭兵與印度教徒的不

滿。而英國要求傭兵使用塗有牛油

和豬油的子彈，被認為有辱印度教

與伊斯蘭教信仰，終於釀成印度全

面性的反抗。1858 年英國平定叛

變，卻也動搖英國對印度的控制。

The1857 Indian rebellion. The 

British put a lot of pressure on 

mercenaries and abolished the caste 

system, so it caused the mercenaries 

and Hindus to feel discontent. The 

British had the mercenaries use bullet 

coated with cow’s butter and lard, 

which is considered humiliating to 

Hindus and Muslims, and finally this 

led to a full-Scale Indian resistance. 

In 1858 the British put down the 

rebellion, but it shook British control 
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of India 

book:翰林高中歷

史(第四冊) 民國

106 年 2 月再版 

chapter: 

Beginnings of the 

Cold War 

page:172 

topic: 

decolonization 

 

甘地與不合作運動。甘地倡導以非

暴力的不合作手段，來抵制英國統

治。他要求印度人民不納稅、不入

公立學校、不入公職、不購買英國

貨品等，成功迫使英國政府讓步，

贏得”聖雄”的美譽。 

Gandhi and Non-cooperation. Gandhi 

advocated non-violent non-

cooperative means to resist British 

rule. He asked the Indian people not 

to pay taxes, not to go public schools, 

not to enter the public service, not to 

buy British goods, etc., and 

successfully forced the British 

government concessions to give 

concessions, He won the reputation 

"Mahatma". 
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